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A b s t r a c t
This dissertation attempts to solve two problems related to an ATM network. First, 
we consider packetized voice and video sources as the incoming traffic to an ATM 
multiplexer and propose modeling methods for both individual and aggregated traffic 
sources. These methods are, then, used to analyze performance parameters such 
as buffer occupancy, cell loss probability, and cell delay. Results, thus obtained, 
for different buffer sizes and number of voice and video sources are analyzed and 
compared with those generated from existing techniques.
Second, we study the priority handling feature for time critical services in an 
ATM multicast switch. For this, we propose a non-blocking copy network and 
priority handling algorithms. We, then, analyze the copy network using an analytical 
method and simulation. The analysis utilizes both priority and non-priority cells 
for two different output reservation schemes. The performance parameters, based 
on cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss probability, are studied for different buffer 
sizes and fan-outs under various input traffic loads. Our results show that the 
proposed copy network provides a better performance for the priority cells while 
the performance for the non-priority cells is slightly inferior in comparison with the 
scenario when the network does not consider priority handling.
We also study the fault-tolerant behavior of the copy network, specially for the 
broadcast banyan network subsection, and present a routing scheme considering 
the non-blocking property under a specific pattern of connection assignments. A 
fault tolerant characteristic can be quantified using the full access probability. The 
computation of the full access probability for a general network is known to be 
NP-hard. We, therefore, provide a new bounding technique utilizing the concept of
xii
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minimal cuts to compute full access probability of the copy network. Our study for 
the fault-tolerant multi-stage interconnection network having either an extra stage 
or chaining shows that the proposed technique provides tighter bounds as compared 
to those given by existing approaches. We also apply our bounding method to 
compute full access probability of the fault-tolerant copy network.
xiii
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C h a p t e r  1 
In t r o d u c t io n
1 .1  A T M  - A n  O v e r v ie w
The broadband integrated service digital network (B-ISDN) identifies four service 
classes, namely A, B, C, and D, to support connection-oriented and connectionless 
services. These services range from circuit emulation and variable-bit-rate video to 
low-speed data services [1]. Class A includes circuit emulation and constant-bit- 
rate voice and video. Classes B, C, and D refer to variable-bit-rate audio and video 
(compressed), connection-oriented data transfer, and connectionless data transfer, 
respectively.
A new transfer technique is required for B-ISDN services. An asynchronous 
transfer mode (ATM), recommended by CCITT [2], provides a B-ISDN interface to 
support all of the existing services as well as future broadband services [1],
As shown in Figure 1.1 (a), the B-ISDN protocol model for ATM contains 3 
planes: a user plane to transport user information, a control plane mainly composed 
of signaling information, and a management plane used to maintain the network and 
to perform operational functions. The B-ISDN protocol architecture includes three 
layers that, bottom up, are referred to as a physical layer, an ATM layer, and an 
ATM adaptation layer (AAL). The task of the physical layer is to provide a trans­
mission capability for the transfer of cells. Its functionalities comprise some basic 
tasks such as timing, cell delineation, cell header verification, etc. The ATM layer 
includes the virtual channel identifier/virtual path identifier (VCI/VPI) translation, 
the header generation and extraction, and the multiplexing/demultiplexing of cells
1








(a) B-ISDN ATM protocol reference model
Header , Information field 
5 octets i 48 octets
" B i t
8 7 6 5 4 3 ' 2 ------------
Octet
1
GFC (Generic Flow Control) [ VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) 1
VPI i VCX (Virtual Channel Identifier) 2
va 3
va ! PT (Payload Type) \ RES | CLP 4
HEC (Header Error Coatrol) 5
(b) ATM header structure at the UNI
Figure 1.1: An ATM protocol model and a cell structure at UNI
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with different VCI/VPI onto the same physical layer connection. The purpose of the 
ATM adaptation layer is to add different sets of functionalities to the ATM layer, 
so as to differentiate the kinds of services provided to the higher layers [3].
An ATM has no fixed frame and time slot, which is a different concept from 
the conventional synchronous transfer mode (STM). An ATM utilizes a fast packet 
switching (FPS) technology [4]. FPS employs a packet switching concept to meet 
the requirements of various data services. It also uses fairly short, fixed-sized packets 
for the real-time services for which circuit switching is conventionally used. User 
information is transferred through a network in small fixed-sized units. A fixed- 
size packet, called a cell, consists of 53 bytes: five bytes representing a header that 
specifies the virtual connection and the remaining 48 bytes providing payload that 
contains the user information [5]. Figure 1.1 (b) illustrates the ATM cell structure 
at the user-network interface (UNI). The VCI/VPI identifies the destination of the 
cell and the generic flow control (GFC) allows a multiplexer to control the rate of 
an ATM source. The payload type (PT) indicates whether the payload contains 
user data, signaling data, or maintenance information. The cell loss priority (CLP) 
indicates the relative priority of the cell and the header error control (HEC) performs 
the error checking function of the header field.
Cell loss, cell delay, and delay jitter are the main parameters to determine the 
quality of service (QoS) in an ATM network [5]. Delay is a critical factor in real-time 
services like voice and video communications, whereas cell loss is such an important 
factor in data services that an error checking of whole packet data including header 
and information payload is necessary [6]. Delay jitter refers to the difference between 
a specific cell delay observation and the average. It causes problems, especially 
with real-time voice and video (in fact, any constant-bit-rate application or service)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
requirements. To fulfill these contrary requirements in an integrated network, an 
ATM compromises the requirements by doing the following.
• Error checking is performed only for a cell header assum ing that there is no 
bit error in an information field due to a highly improved transmission quality. 
The error checking of a header field is required because even one bit error in 
a header may cause misrouting of the cell, which results in a multiplication 
effect.
• To reduce packet delay, a packet size is fixed and short (53 bytes) compared 
with that of the X.25 packet switch (1,024 bytes). Furthermore, the packet 
sizes of Ethernet, token ring, and FDDI axe longer than that of X.25.
• To smooth delay jitter, network conditioning at the receiver to add a certain 
delay to the incoming cells is performed at the ATM adaptation layer.
The delay through an ATM network is determined by different parts of network, 
each contributing individually to the total delay. The allowable maximum end- 
to-end delay for real-time services recommended by CCITT G.164 is 25 msec [2]. 
Longer delay requires an echo-cancellor for voice service. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, 
different types of delays contributing to the overall network delay exist [5]. A trans­
mission delay (T D ) is the time to transfer a cell between data terminal equipment 
(DTE) and a network terminator (NT), between an NT and a switch, or between 
switches. It depends on the link speed, distance, and transmission medium. A pack­
etization delay (P D ) is the time to compose an ATM cell and multiplex incoming 
traffic. An ATM multiplexer is a statistical multiplexer to convert the incoming traf­
fic to ATM cells. ATM multiplexing is a main function of the NT. A switching delay 
(S D ) is composed of a fixed part, called a fixed switching delay (F D ), and a variable
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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NT : Network Terminator 
UNI: User-Network Interface 
N N I: Network-Nerworfc Interface
Figure 1.2: An ATM network configuration
part determined by the queues in the exchanges, called a queuing delay (QD ). A 
depacketization delay (D D ) is the time to convert an ATM cell to the original data 
form at the destination. Among the various delays mentioned above, TD, F D , and 
DD  are determined by a network configuration itself. However, the packetization 
delay varies depending on the incoming traffic load and a switching delay changes 
based on switch architecture, number of stages, queuing method, queue size, and 
so on. The analysis of incoming traffic at an ATM multiplexer is, thus, required to 
obtain the information to guarantee the delay requirement. Also, priority handling 
appears to satisfy the delay requirements of time-critical services such cis voice and 
video conferences and intractive data service.
As in any packet switching system, the errors encountered in an ATM network 
are caused by transmission and switching systems. However, due to no error or flow 
control, the error behavior is different from that of classical packet switching systems. 
The overall bit error rate of an ATM system is determined by the following factors: 
the loss or incorrect arrival of bits in a header field due to transmission errors, the 
loss or incorrect arrival of bits in an information field due to transmission errors,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and the loss of packets in both ATM multiplexer and switching system due to queue 
overflow. The bit errors of a header field can be detected by a header error control 
(HEC) field in an ATM cell. However, the errors in an information field cannot be 
detected due to absence of error control for the information field. Such errors are 
expected to be handled by the end-to-end DTEs. Thus, reducing packet loss due to 
queue overflow is another main issue to design an ATM multiplexer and switch.
In order to deliver the required QoS and utilize network resources efficiently, an 
ATM network performs traffic control to monitor incoming traffic to ensure that the 
network is still capable of delivering a promised QoS to the users [3]. Incoming traffic 
to an ATM network is characterized by a peak rate, burstness (the ratio of peak to 
average bit rate), and utilization [7]. A set of functions to perform traffic control 
should be implemented in an ATM network: connection admission control to decide 
whether an incoming call is accepted or not, usage parameter control to monitor 
the over-usage of bandwidth, priority control to give priority to a cell to remedy a 
congestion situation, and congestion control to prevent congested conditions from 
spreading throughout the network when congestion occurs [3]. The information on 
how many voice and video sources axe currently active, how much bandwidth is being 
used, and how much more bandwidth is needed for a new call is required to perform 
connection admission control (CAC). Traffic analysis at an ATM multiplexer, where 
the CAC is performed, is, thus, needed.
1.2 D e s c r ip t io n  o f  a n  ATM S w it c h
An ATM switch, as shown in Figure 1.3, is a core part in the ATM network. A 
number of incoming links transport ATM cells into the switch. Depending on the 
header value, the information is switched to atn outgoing link and a new header value

















'o w ° x b
I o 2 S
Figure 1.3: A conceptual diagram of an ATM switch
is added, based on the information in a translation table. The table determines 
which output port to transfer the cell to and what VPI/VCI value should be in the 
cell header when it emerges from the switch. In Figure 1.3, the cell with header x 
(where x represents a value of VPI/VCI) on input port h  will be switched to the 
outgoing link 0 n with header a. The cell with header y on input port 7i is switched 
to output port 0 \  with header d, and so forth.
Switches axe generally classified as non-blocking, rearrangeable non-blocking, 
and blocking types [8]. A non-blocking switch permits any permutation between 
distinct inputs and outputs. A crossbar and Clos networks fall into this category. 
The crossbar has 0 (1 ^ ) crosspoint complexity, where N  is the number of switch
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ports [8]. A Clos network offers 0(iV(log2iV)2-38) complexity [9J. For large networks, 
they are not practical due to their high complexities. Rearrangeable non-blocking 
networks realize any permutation by the rearrangement of existing connections. A 
Benes network, whose crosspoint complexity is ANlog2N,  is an example of this type 
of switch [8]. The rearrangement of existing connections causes cell delay and delay 
jitter problems. Thus, a rearrangeable non-blocking switch is not applicable for an 
ATM switch.
A blocking network permits a limited number of realizable permutations, and 
most banyan-based networks belong to this category. The complexity of a banyan 
network is i\Qog2iV’, which is lower than those of the other types mentioned earlier. 
Even though a banyan network is a blocking type, it can realize a permutation 
without blocking when (z) active inputs axe compact and (ii) the corresponding 
outputs are monotonically increasing. These non-blocking conditions of a banyan 
network can be realized by putting a sorting network [8] or a combination of running 
adders and a reverse banyan network in front of the banyan network [10].
Even though a switch is non-blocking, buffering the contending cells is inevitable 
when an output contention occurs, i.e., more than one incoming cells destined for 
the same output port. Three different buffering strategies axe mainly used in an 
ATM switch: input buffering, output buffering, and shaxed buffering [3]. In an 
input buffering scheme, each input port of the switch has a dedicated buffer that 
allows it to store the incoming cells until the arbitration logic determines that the 
buffer may be served. Due to a head-of-line (HOL) blocking, the performance of 
an input-buffering switch decreases [11]. Output buffering is performed such that 
cells of different input ports destined to the same output port axe transferred to the 
buffer at each output port during one cell time slot. The performance of an output-
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buffering switch is greater than that of an input-buffering switch [12]. However, the 
speed-up of a switch is required to transfer the incom ing cells to the output buffer 
during one cell time slot. Buffers are shared between all input and output ports 
in a shared-buffered scheme. Buffer management is rather complicated because an 
output port should know which cell is destined for it and read the content from the 
shared buffer.
ATM switches axe also classified by their architectures. Note, there is no unique 
taxonomy of ATM switching architectures since different factors can be used to 
classify ATM switches [4, 13, 14]. Reference [13] presents the classifications of 
ATM switch architectures as: banyan-network-based switches, sort-banyan-based 
switches, switches with disjoint-path topology and output queuing, crossbar-based 
switches, time-division switches with com m on packet memory, and switches with 
shared medium. A banyan-based switch is an internal blocking network [15]. There 
are several ways to reduce blocking and to increase throughput; such techniques 
include increasing an internal link speed, multiple links, multiple networks in par­
allel, buffering at each switching element, etc. In a sort-banyan-based switch, a 
sorting network is placed in front of a banyan network to satisfy the non-blocking 
conditions of the banyan network [8]. The number of switching elements in a sorting 
network is Ar/4((log2iV)2+log2N). A switch with disjoint-path topology and output 
queuing has a fully interconnected topology in the sense that each input port has 
a direct path to each output port [16]. It also employs output queuing to resolve 
output contention. Synchronization problems may occur because the delay through 
the bus line increases with switch size. The clock speed of a switch should also be 
increased for output buffering. A crossbar-based switch is a non-blocking network. 
However, it is not popular for a large switch due to its high complexity (<9(iV2)). A
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time-division switch with common packet memory uses a shared memory [17]. Note 
that it is not applicable as a large switch due to the limitation of memory access 
time. A switch with shared medium employs a bus or ring network as a switching 
medium, which has also the limitation of a switch size due to medium speed. [18].
Simplicity of a routing scheme is very important in the ATM switch applications. 
The routing in parallel and distributed fashion in switching elements is necessary 
since the decision of the entire path through a switching network for each cell cannot 
be made as a switch size increases. A banyan network is a self-routing network which 
means that a cell destination in the next stage is determined by a bit information in 
the destination address. A self-routing network is also called a delta network [13].
An ATM switch needs point-to-point connections as well as multi-point con­
nections. The multicast switch that supports both point-to-point and multi-point 
connections is a basic requirement of the ATM network to provide multi-user services 
such as video and voice conference, LAN interfaces, broadcasting, and so on. Broad­
cast is defined as the provision of the information from one source to all destinations, 
whereas multicast provides the information from one source to many destinations.
1 .3  O b j e c t iv e s  a n d  L a y o u t
The following three problems axe investigated in this dissertation: (i) analysis of the 
incoming traffic to an ATM multiplexer, (n) priority handling in an ATM multicast 
switch, and (in) fault-tolerant issues in the copy network. Problem (i) relates to the 
NT at user premises while (ii) and (Hi) axe confined to the switch in the network 
(see Figure 1.2).
To provide a requested QoS to the user and also to use the bandwidth effectively, 
an analysis of end-user traffic at the NT is essential. The NT multiplexes and
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converts audio/video/data traffic into an ATM cell that is carried to the network via 
UNI. For problem (i), incoming traffic to the multiplexer is analyzed by considering 
(a) voice, (b) video, and (c) combined voice and video sources, respectively. An 
MMPP(2) provides the model for aggregated voice traffic. We propose a Gaussian 
approximation technique to help evaluate the parameters of Markov Modulated 
Poisson Process (MMPP). Further, this approach is extended for superposed video 
traffic. For combined voice and video sources, we have considered Kronecker sum 
and product and an MMPP(4)/Er(fc)/ I / B  queuing model. Results regarding the 
buffer occupancy, cell loss, and delay are obtained for different buffer sizes and 
number of sources. These results are, then, compared with those computed using 
[20] and Poisson approximation. The significance of this work is to present a way 
to model individual and aggregated voice and video sources. The results about cell 
loss and delay can be utilized for CAC to provide a required QoS and can also be 
used in network planning for resource management.
Multiuser services such as voice and video conferences demand multicasting. 
Also, priority handling is required because different traffic sources need different 
service requirements. For example, delay and delay jitter are critical to audio and 
video sources; however, data traffic is relatively insensitive to them. The objective 
of problem («’) is to provide a feature to handle priority for time-critical services in 
an ATM multicast switch. Note, our study explores both point-to-point and multi­
point connections and, thus, differs from previous work on priority handling that 
considers only point-to-point case. We propose a non-blocking copy network along 
with two different schemes to handle the priority in a modular-structure multicast 
switch. Performance analysis of the copy network using analysis and simulation is 
performed for cell loss, delay, and delay jitter. From this work, we recognize that the
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proposed non-blocking copy network performs adequately for time-critical services. 
The results also give the idea to dimension buffer size of the copy network to satisfy 
the counter requirements of cell loss and delay.
Problem (Hi) explores fault-tolerant issues of the proposed non-blocking copy 
network, which is prone to single failures. A modified structure using redundancies 
based on extra stage and dual links between switching elements helps make the copy 
network robust. We give a routing scheme for this modified network. We also study 
its non-blocking properties under conditions such as compact inputs and monotonic 
output sequences. A quantitative measure of fault-tolerance using full access prob­
ability (FAP) is developed in the dissertation. Since no efficient algorithms exist for 
exact computation of FAP, we consider only bounding techniques. Results show that 
the proposed technique produces tighter bounds for both extra-stage and chained 
networks. We also apply the proposed bounding approach to obtain FAP parameters 
for both fault-tolerant and non-fault-tolerant structures of copy network.
The layout of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 considers the incoming 
traffic to an ATM multiplexer. Here, we present and analyze a model for aggregated 
voice, video, and both voice and video sources. Chapter 3 describes a non-blocking 
copy network for priority handling in an ATM multicast switch. It gives both 
architecture and algorithm to help support priority in the copy network. Further, 
performance parameters such as a cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss are analyzed. 
In Chapter 4, we present a fault-tolerant copy network, specifically a broadcast 
banyan network, considering an architecture, a routing scheme, and a non-blocking 
property. A bounding technique to compute full access probability of a fault-tolerant 
MIN using a minimal cut is presented in Chapter 5. An extra-stage shuffle exchange 
network and two types of chained banyan networks are chosen as fault-tolerant MIN
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examples. The technique is also applied to the proposed copy network to compute 
the full access probability. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation.
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C h a p t e r  2
V o ic e  a n d  V id e o  T r a f f ic  in  a n  A T M  
M u l t ip l e x e r
2 .1  In t r o d u c t i o n
In this chapter, we consider the performance of an ATM multiplexer whose inputs 
are superposed traffic of packetized voice and video sources (Figure 1.2).
The performance analysis of a statistical multiplexer for packetized voice sources 
is given in [19, 20, 21]. A single voice source can be modeled with a renewal process 
that is composed of talk spurts and periods of silence both of which are exponentially 
distributed (Figure 2.1). However, a superposed process with a number of voice 
sources is a complex non-renewal process that is intractable for an exact analysis 
of the system. An approximation for the superposed process is performed with a 
Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP), which is a doubly stochastic Poisson 
process where the arrival rate is determined by the state of a continuous-time Maxkov 
chain. Reference [22] also shows that the arrival process superposed by more than 
1 ,0 0 0  packetized voice sources can be considered as a Poisson process.
Reference [20] proposes a two state MMPP (MMPP(2)) process to represent 
the arrival process of the superposed voice source. An MMPP(2) process has four 
parameters: two variables denoting state transition rates with another two showing 
arrival rates. Heffes and Lucantoni [20] find these equivalent four parameters by 
matching the characteristics of the superposition of individual voice sources such 
as mean arrival rate, variance-to-mean ratio both in short (0.5 sec) and long (oo) 
terms, and third moment in a short term (0.5 sec) for the number of arrivals. Laplace
14
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transform and a numerical technique [23] to get inversion are, then, applied to find 
the short term values.
This dissertation proposes a different approach, based on Gaussian approxima­
tion, to obtain the MMPP (2) parameters. The limiting values of the mean, variance, 
and third moment for arrival rate axe computed using the asymptotic theorem of 
a renewal process [24]. The MMPP parameters are, then, generated by matching 
the above characteristics and the characteristics of MMPP(2) process presented in 
[25]. The proposed Gaussian approximation is compared using results for the cell 
loss probability and delay with [20] and a Poisson approximation.
Studies on a variable bit rate (VBR) video signal axe performed in [26, 27]. Ref­
erence [22] models the packetized video source with a fc-th order Erlang distributed 
frame length and Poisson arrivals at the appropriate states. Maglaris et al. [28] 
measure the video signal and consider an approach for the traffic characteristics 
using average bit rate and auto-covariance. To fit the characteristics, they propose 
an equivalent arrival process (a discrete-state continuous-time Markov process) that 
is a superposition of mini-sources. A mini-source is similar to the ON-OFF voice 
source model.
In this dissertation, we also obtain the equivalent MMPP(2) parameters for the 
superposed video sources using the same concept mentioned earlier for the voice 
traffic.
The model for the superposed traffic of voice and video sources is, then, analyzed 
by constructing an MM PP(4)/Er(fc)/l/£ queue. Note, the MMPP(4) is a superpo­
sition of two MMPP(2) processes; one for a superposed voice source and the other 
for an aggregated video source. The superposition is performed by using the concept 
of Kronecker algebra. The deterministic service time, i.e., is approxi­
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mated by k-stage Erlang distributed service time. The buffer size is represented by 
B.  We use the results given in [29] to carry out this analysis.
Section 2.2 describes the modeling technique for packetized voice sources. Mod­
eling video traffic is performed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the superposition 
of voice and video traffic and analyzes the queuing model to compute the perfor­
mance parameters such as cell loss probability and cell delay. Some experimental 
results for three different kinds of traffic such as voice, video, and a superposed 
traffic are discussed in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. Finally, Section 2.5 
concludes this chapter.
2 .2  A n a l y sis  o f  V o ic e  T r a f f i c
We, first, consider the modeling of a packetized voice source. We describe our 
proposed Gaussian approximation technique that helps obtain the equivalent two 
state MMPP parameters for a superposed voice source. An MMPP(2)/Er(A:)/l/P 
queuing model is, then, constructed to analyze the performance of the ATM mul­
tiplexer for the superposed voice sources. Finally, results using parameters such as 
cell loss probability and cell delay axe presented and compared with existing models 
for different buffer sizes and varying number of voice sources.
2 .2 .1  M o d e l in g  V o ic e  S o u r c e s
We assume that a voice signal is coded in 32 Kbps ADPCM (adaptive pulse code 
modulation) before entering an ATM multiplexer. The packet arrival process from a 
single voice source consists of talk spurts and silence periods. Packets arrive at fixed 
intervals of T  ms during a talk spurt and no packet arrives during a silence period 
[20, 21]. The packets generated during a talk spurt are transmitted through an ATM 
link. The talk spurts and silence periods can be approximated by an exponential





(P“l ) , (a-1 )
silence period** ■*- talk spurt— *■
650 ms
r1)
(a) Cell arrival process for a packetized voice source [21]
-i
ON OFF
(b) An ON-OFF model for a packetized voice source 
Figure 2.1: An ON-OFF voice model
distribution with means a - 1  and (3~l ms, respectively. Figure 2.1(a) shows the 
model for a single voice source. The values for a, /?, and T  are obtained using a 32 
Kbps ADPCM voice source with 48 bytes of packet size. [Note that [20], [21], and
[29] use T  =  16 ms assuming the incoming packet size as 64 bytes.] Figure 2.1 (b) 
illustrates the Markov model for a packetized voice source. The transition rate (Qi) 
and arrival rate (Aj.) matrices axe shown in Figure 2.1 (c).
For an assumption of a geometrically distributed number of packets with a mean 
of 1 /(ctT), the packet stream from a single voice source is considered to be a renewal
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process having the following probability distribution [2 0 ]
F(t) =  [ ( 1  -  oT)  +  ccT( 1 -  e-W -T>)] U(t -  T ),
where U(t) represents a unit step function. Using the tail distribution, F c(x) =  
1 — F(x), we can obtain the nth moments as
E (X n) =  n xn~l Fc{x)dx.
Jo
Note, the tail distribution is given by
F'(t) =
1 ; 0 < t < T
(1 _ p)e-W-T) . t > T
where p =  1 — aT.  Now, we can compute the first moment E(X),  the second 
moment E(X2), and the variance Var(X ) for the random variable X  that represents 
the inter-arrival time. These parameters axe:
E (X )  =  T  +
E W  =  r + w - m + m
Var(X)  =
Fact 1 : A renewal process {Y ( t ) , t  >  0} is completely characterized by the inter- 
arrival distribution. The limiting behavior of a renewal process shows that for a 
large t  the random variable Y(t)  has a normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean -
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and variance ^r, where oj and u2 represent the mean and variance of inter-arrival 
time, respectively [24].
Fact 2 : Let Yi ,Y2, - - • ,Yn be independent random variables. Suppose that Y{ is 
normally distributed with mean m,- and variance t/,-. Then, a new random variable 
Y  defined as the sum of YiS, i.e., Y  =  Z U  Yi, is normally distributed with mean 
12i= i mi and variance Z)]=i v< [24].
From Fact 1 , the number of packet arrivals at t for a single voice source, {K(f), t >  
0}, is normally distributed, ^r), where u> =  E(X)  and v2 =  Var{X).  If n voice 
sources axe active and they are independent, then, from Fact 2, the total number 
of packet arrivals during t seconds is normally distributed, M (p t ,a 2t),  where p  =  ^ 
and a2 =  ^p. Denote N  to be a random variable representing packet arrival rate 
from n voice sources. N  is, then, normally distributed with N (p ,  cr2). The moment 
generating function for a Gaussian random variable, Mx(z),  is expressed as [24]
0 .2 .2
M n (z ) =  exp(—̂  +  p z ) .
Now, the following results can easily be obtained.
E{N) =  p (2.1)
E (N 2) =  p2 + a 2 (2.2)
2
Var{N)  =  <r2 =  ^ -  (2.3)
E{N 3) =  =  P3 +  3/icr2 (2.4)
pi  =  E{N 3) -  3E{N2)E(N)  +  2 ( E ( N ) f  (2.5)











-i . . -t 
’ ̂ 12 2̂1
Figure 2.2: An approximated MMPP(2) for n superposed voice processes
where M $ \ z )  (nl) represents the third derivatives of Mff(z)  (the third central 
moment), respectively. These results axe used for matching the characteristics of 
MMPP(2) which are described below in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.2 P a r a m e t e r s  f o r  MMPP(2) P r o c e ss
As mentioned earlier, the arrival process of an aggregated voice source can be ap­
proximated with an MMPP(2) as shown in Figure 2.2. An MMPP(2) process is 







To find out the equivalent parameters of MMPP(2) to match the moments of the 
aggregated arrival process, we use the results presented in [25]. The moments of the
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arrival rates of MMPP(2) process are given as
m ,  s g j g *  ( M
■"<"> ■ « >
BtTv3) =  A? t e  +  *!<■» (2.9)
<?12 + ?21
By matching moments between (2.1) - (2.5) and (2.7) - (2.9), the equivalent param­
eters are obtained as [25]
912 = ̂  <2-10>
?21 =  r ( l + i 7) (2-U)
\ i  =  E(N)  +  y/Var{N)/rj (2.12)
A2 =  E(N) -  \JVar(N)/r] (2.13)
where r  =  , *7 =  l  +  §(6 —\/4 +  82), and 8 =  VaT̂ 5/2 • Note that r is obtained
from the following equation:
Var(N(t)) nVar(N)_
E(N(t)) +  E (N ) *
2.2.3 A n a l y s is  U s in g  a n  M M PP(2)/Er(A:)/1/B Q u e u e
2 .2 .3 .1  C o m pu tin g  St e a d y  State P r o ba bility
The ATM multiplexer can be modeled by an MMPP(2)/Er(fc)/l/i? queue where 
arrival is an MMPP(2) process, the service time has k-stage Erlangian distribution, 
and the buffer size is B.  Results in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 help obtain the param-
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Figure 2.3: k-Erlang distribution function with p  =  155 x 106/ (53 x 8 )
eters of the MMPP(2) process. Note, the cell size in an ATM is fixed as 53 bytes. 
We have assumed the ATM link speed to be 155 Mbps. The service time of the cell 
is; therefore, deterministic. The determ inistic  service time is, now, approximated 
using a k-stage Erlang distribution [29]:
Fr(t) =  1 -  E ( M ) ‘
t=0
here p is the service rate, i.e., link speed divided by the cell size. Figure 2.3 illustrates 
the distribution function Fx(t) for different values of k over an ATM link. We notice 
that as k increases, the fc-stage Erlang distribution approaches to the unit step 
function with a value that equals the average service time. Based on the data given 
above and computation load, we select k =  8  (Figure 2.3). Later, the performance 
parameters with different k values axe compared in Section 2.2.4.
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Now, consider the Markov process whose state is represented by (Nt,J t ,L t). 
The Nt, Jt, and Lt denote the number of cells in the system, the state of the arrival 
process, and the service state at time t, respectively. The sample space of the 
Markov process fi and Qq are defined by
fio =  {(0,j) ; 1 < j < 2 } .
A =  {(6, J, 0 ; 1 <  b <  B,  1 <  j  <  2, ! < / < * } .
Let the steady state probability ftbj.i =  limt_oo Pr{Nt =  b,Jt =  j , L t =  I). Also, 
let n 0 =  {*0,1 T0,2} and H6 =  {T6tl,i • • • irbxk n , 2,i * * • *■»**}» for 1 <  6 <  £ .  We 
compute, first, the steady state probabilities of MMPP(2) with k =  B  =  2. The 
infinitesimal generator matrix, Qp, of the MM PP(2)/Er(2)/l/2 queuing system is 
expressed as
no A(0) A(0) 0
Qp =  iu M (  1) A(l) A(l)
rr2 0 M{2) A(2)
where Qp is a (10 x 10) size matrix and
A(0) =
A(l) =
•?12 ~  Ai ?12 
?21 —?21 — ^ 2













~  ?21 ~  A2 — fi
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A( 2) =















921 -  f l
A(0) =
A(l) =
Al 0 0 0
0 0 a2 0
Al 0 0 0
0 Al 0 0
0 0 a2 0
0 0 0 a2
0 0 0 0 0 0
M {1 )  =
n 0
, and M(2) =
P 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 V- 0 0 0
The steady state values axe computed as
H ' Q p =  (Do lit  II2 ) • Q p =  0,
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where Ho =  {?ro,i iro,2}, Hi =  {^1,1,1 ^1,1,2 ^1,2,1 ^1,2,2}, and H2 =  {*2,1,1 *2,1,2 
*2,2,1 *2 ,2,2 }• Thus,
IIoA (O )+  1 1 ^ ( 1 )  =  0
n 0A(o) +  n xA(i) +  n 2M(2) =  o 
n xA(i) +  n 2A(2) =  0.
From these equations, we get
n 0C0 =  0, where C0 =  A(0) +  C\M{1)
C i =  no-1n1 =  A (0 )(-A (l) -C 'oM (2))-1 




The Do, Hi, and II2 axe, then, computed by applying (2.14) - (2.16).
Extending the concept described above, we can obtain the result in a general 
case as presented in [29]. We, first, denote I(m)  to be the identity matrix having 




A ® B  =
where A =
Oil Ol2 611 612
, B =
®21 022 &21 622
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We assume that the service time is distributed according to the fc-stage Erlang 
distribution with parameters (/?,5,5°), where
0 =  
5° =
S =
(1,0, - - - ,0)  ; ( lxfc)  
(0 ,0 ,” - , ^ ) T ; ( k x l )
—kfi kp 0 • • • 0
0 — kfi kfi • • • 0
0 0 0 —kfi
; (k x k)
In general, with the sizes of 6 =  B  and 1= k, we have
A( 0) A(0) 0 ••• 0
iV/(l) A(l) A(l) ••• 0
0 ••• M { B -  1) A(B — 1) A(B — 1
0 0 ••• M(B) A(B)
where A(0) =  T  =  Q3 — A, ; ( 2x 2)
A(z) =  T  ® I{k) + 1(2) ® 5, (1 <  i <  B  -  1) ; 
A(B) =  (T +  A) ® J(Jfe) +  7(2) ® 5  ; (2Jfe x 2Jb) 
A(0) =  A ® 0  ; (2 x 2A:) 
A(*) =  A ® /(Jfc), (1 <  z < B -  1) ; (2k x 2k) 
M( 1) =  7(2) ® 5° ; (2k x 2)
(2k x 2k)
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M{i)  =  1(2) ® S °0 , (2 <  * <  B) ; (2A: x 2ib) .
Extending the results that compute steady state probabilities for B  =  / =  2, we can 
use the following steps for a general case where b =  B  and I =  k.
Algorithm 2.1 : Computing steady state probabilities [29].
Step 1: Compute Co, • • • ,C b as
Co =  A (0 ) +  Cx A f ( l ) ,
C,- =  n ~ \IIt- =  A(i — 1) • [—A(z) — C i+ i M(i  +  I)]-1 , for 1 <  i <  B  — 1, and 
Cfl =  n j^ H s  =  H(B -  1) • [—A (B)]-1 .
Step 2: Solve n 0 • C0 =  0 by setting To.i =  1, where IIo =  {7T0,i *0 ,2}•
Step 3: Compute El* =  Il6_i • C&, for 1 <  b < B  ,
where Hi =  {7t6i1(1 x6iif2, • • •, for 1 <  i  <  2 and 1 <  I <  k .
Step 4: Normalize irbjj as  .
2-. 6=0 2̂ 1=1
Once the steady state probabilities of the system are obtained, the performance 
parameters, such as the average number of cells in the system, cell loss probability, 
and cell delay, can be estimated as follows.
2 .2 .3 .2  Averag e  N um ber  of  C ells
The average number of cells in the system is given as
B 2 k
=  (2-17)
6=1 j= l (=1
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2 .2 .3 .3  C ell Lo ss P r o ba bility
We assume that an arriving cell is lost if B  (buffer size) cells are occupying the 
system. The blocking probability is, then, obtained by J2j,i Hence, the cell 
loss probability is
E t e i +  KB,2J ^2 )
(tTQI +  D te i E f= i +  ( t 02 +  E f c l  E f= i Kb,2,1) M
Note that the probabilities (x0i +  Ef=o £?=i ^6,1,/) and ( * 0 2  +  Y.f-o E tei ^6,2,/) are 
the same as Xi and x2 , respectively. Here, Xi and X2 are computed using II* Qs =  0, 
where Qa is the infinitesimal generator matrix of the superposed voice source in 
(2.6).
2.2 .3 .4  C e l l  D e l a y
Let D  be the time that an arriving cell spends in the system, including both the cell 
waiting time and the service time. Suppose a cell is put in a state (n, j ,  I) when it 
arrives. Then, the average total service time is the sum of the residual time of the
cell being served at HOL and the total service time of the rest of the n cells in the
queue (including the new arriving cell), i.e.,
, Z ; ^ 6 = 0
£ [D |(4 ,; , /)1 H  '
( i - J  +  lJjL +  i J  ; if 1 < b < B  .
Then, the average delay time is computed as:
E[D\ =  — (xoi +  x02) +  53  53^  — +  {k — l +  1) — ] 53 • (2-19)
A* 6=1 /=i A* Kfi j= 1
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2.2.4 N u m e r ic a l  R e su l t s
Here, an M M PP(2)/Er(fc)/I/5 queuing model is analyzed for superposed voice 
sources. The size of the incoming packet at an ATM multiplexer is assumed to be 
48 bytes and the cell size over an ATM transmission link is assumed to be 53 bytes. 
We consider the ATM link speed to be 155 Mbps.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the cell loss probability and the cell delay with different 
values of k, respectively. The cell loss varies a little with the different k values, 
whereas the delay remains nearly unchanged. Results for cell loss and delay, using 
approximations such as [20], Gaussian, and Poisson, are illustrated in Figures 2.6 
and 2.7, respectively. The results are almost similar and have little variation.
In the following, results are obtained using only Gaussian approximation. The 
buffer occupancy versus the number of voice sources with different buffer sizes is 
illustrated in Figure 2.8. It shows that there exists no variation in the the buffer 
occupancy for different buffer sizes when the number of voice sources is less than 
11,500. However, the buffer is fully occupied if over 13,000 voice sources are involved. 
Figure 2.9 (2.10) gives the cell loss probabilities for varying number of voice sources 
(buffer sizes). The cell loss decreases significantly with 10,000 or fewer voice sources 
if we increase the buffer size. The cell delay, shown in Figure 2.11, provides no 
change with varying buffer sizes when the number of sources is less than 10,000. 
However, it does change with increasing buffer size if the number of sources is more 
than 10,000.
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2 .3  A n a l y s is  o f  V id e o  T r a f f ic
2 .3 .1  M o d e l i n g  a  V id e o  S o u r c e
A model, proposed by Maglaris et al. [28], uses m  ON-OFF mini-sources to represent 
the video source. (Reference [28] considers m  =  20.) A typical ON-OFF source is 
similar to the voice source described earlier in Section 2.2.1. It is assumed that the 
video arrives at the rate of A  bits/pixel during the ON state whereas there is no 
arrived during the OFF state. Here, A  also represents the quantization step. The n 
independent video sources axe modeled by MMPP (2) equivalent to the superposition 
of M  mini-sources (M =  m x n  and M  »  n). We obtain the modeling parameters 
in this dissertation using the Gaussian technique discussed earlier for voice sources.
For completeness, we, first, describe the video source model and use the experi­
mental results presented in [28]. A video source generates 30 frames/sec. Each frame 
consists of 25,000 pixels. The bit rate of 1 bit/pixel is equivalent to a capacity of 
7.5 Mbps for the source. The instantaneous bit rate in bits/pixel, A(t), is measured 
for all 300 frames. The average rate p and the standard deviation er are found to 
be 0.52 bits/pixel and 0.23 bits/pixel, respectively. The maximum (minimum) bit 
rate is 1.41 (0.08) bits/pixel. The auto-covariance C(r) =  E(X(t) A(< +  r)) — p 2 
corresponds to an exponential fit with <r2e~aT, where a =  3.9 sec-1.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the conceptual equivalent model for n video sources. The 
steady-state mean, F(An), and auto-covariance, Cn(r), of the arrival rate from n 
independent video sources are then [28]
F(An) =  n E(A) =  0.52 n bits/pixel
(2.20)
Cn(r) =  n C(0) e -aT =  0.0536 n e '3-^ (bits/pixel)2.






Figure 2.12: Modeling of n video sources (M  »  n ) [32]
To fit the above characteristics of mean and auto-covariance, a birth-death Markov 
model can be chosen to describe the aggregate source accurately without considering 
sudden change of a scene as shown in Figure 2.13. The bit rate at steady state of 
the birth-death Markov model, An(f), then, has a binomial distribution [31]. The 
mean E{An), variance C{0), and auto-covariance Cn(r) can be obtained as [28]
P{Xn(t) =  kA}
E(  An) 
C n(  0 )
C n ( r )
M-kO'ya-p)
MAp
M  A2 p( 1 — p) 
C „(0)
, where p =  ^
(2.21)
Note that Maglaris et al. proposed M  =  20 n to get results that agree with their 
simulation [28]. From Equations 2.20 and 2.21, we obtain a  =  3.12, 0  =  0.78, and 
A =  0.13 bit/pixel.
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Figure 2.13: An equivalent model for n video sources [28]
We, now, apply our Gaussian approximation approach to obtain the equivalent 
MMPP(2) parameters for the n independent video sources. We use the model for 
the superposition of M  mini-sources equivalent to the n independent video sources 
as shown in Figure 2.12. As the number of video sources increases, the number of 
states of the Maxkov chain in Figure 2.13 becomes m times as many as states of the 
number of video sources. Solving the Maxkov chain, thus, becomes computationally 
intractable. The approach developed for modeling voice sources in Section 2.2.1 can 
be used for multiplexed video sources. The ON state corresponds to talk-spurts 
and the OFF state to silence intervals, both assumed exponentially distributed. 
The average interval of ON (OFF) state is a~l (/3-1). The aggregate rate of M  
voice sources corresponds exactly to our quantizing the aggregate bit rate of n video 
sources into M  levels. The mini-source is illustrated in Figure 2.14. The incoming 
packet size is considered to be 48 bytes and the speed of 0.13 bit/pixel corresponds 
to the average bit rate of 0.975 Mbps. The packet arrival rate of the mini-source, 
thus, becomes 0.975 x 106/(48 x 8) cells/sec.
Once we have the parameters for the ON-OFF model of a mini-source, we can 
easily obtain the equivalent MMPP(2) parameters for the superposed video source 
comprising of M  mini-sources. The number of arriving packets and the moments of 
M  mini-sources can be obtained by Gaussian approximation. By matching the mo­
ments between the M  superposed source and the MMPP(2) process, the equivalent










Figure 2.14: A mini-source model
MMPP(2) parameters are computed easily using Equations 2.10 - 2.13. The steady 
state probabilities are, then, computed using Algorithm 2.1. The buffer occupancy, 
cell loss probability, and cell delay can be obtained using Equations 2.17, 2.18, and 
2.19, respectively.
2 .3 .2  N u m e r ic a l  R e su l ts
An M MPP(2)/Er(fc)/l/i? queuing model is analyzed for video sources. The same 
parameters in Section 2.2.4 for the arriving packet size, the ATM link speed, and 
the cell size are used.
As shown in Figure 2.15, we observe that there exists no variation in buffer oc­
cupancy for up to 30 video sources if buffer sizes change. Figures 2.16 and 2.17 
illustrate the cell loss probabilities related with the number of voice sources and the 
different buffer sizes, respectively. Note, the cell loss probability decreases signifi­
cantly as buffer size increases. Figure 2.18 illustrates that the cell delay increases 
if the video sources are over 30. However, it remains almost a constant for n <  20. 
The variation in the cell delay is negligible for n <  30 when the buffer size is varied 
for 10 to 100 (see Figure 2.19). For n > 40 video sources, the change is, though, 
much more pronounced.
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2 .4  S u p e r p o s i t i o n  o f  V o ic e  a n d  V id eo  S o u r c e s
2 .4 .1  A g g r e g a t in g  T w o  M M P P  s o u r c e s
It is known that superposition of two or more MMPPs produces another MMPP
[30]. Thus, the aggregated voice and video traffic can be modeled by an MMPP. 
The infinitesimal generator (Qs) and arrival rate (As) matrices of the superposed 
process is obtained from Q’s and A’s given for the voice and video processes.
Consider two MMPPs such that the state of MMPP 1 is independent of that of 
MMPP 2. Let the MMPP 1 (MMPP 2) represent the arrival process of the voice 
(video) source. Also,
























MMPP 2 : Q2 =
where qa =  — £  ?«j Vj such that j  ^  i and the superscripted number 1 (2) represents 
the corresponding value of MMPP 1 (MMPP 2). The resulting parameters, Qs and 
As, of the aggregated MMPP process are, then, given as [30]
Q 1 © Q2 =  (Q1 0 / ( 2 ) )  + ( / ( 2 )  0  Q2 )
11 9 u  +  9u ?12 9l2 0
12 ?21 9 u  +  ?22 0 9l2
21 921 0 ?22 +  9 n 9l2
22 0 921 9*1 922 +  922
(2.22)





A] +  Aj 0 0 0
0 \ \ + \ l  0 0
0 0 X[ +X I  0
0 0 0 X \  + Aj
(2.23)
Here, © represents a Kronecker sum and the left (right) digit of the two subscript- 
sized numbers in front of the matrix form represents the state of MMPP 1 (MMPP 
2). In the following, we call the superposed process as an MMPP(4) because the re­
sulting Qs  and As axe 4 x 4  matrices. Equations (2.22) and (2.23) can be generalized 
for any number of combining MMPP sources.
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2.4.2 P e r f o r m a n c e  A n a l y sis
The M M PP(4)/Er(fc)/l/5 model for the superposed process is analyzed using the 
approach given earlier for voice sources (Section 2.2.3). Note, matrices Qs  and As in 
(2.22) and (2.23) represent the MMPP(4) parameters. /3, S°, and S  in Section 2.2.3 
are used for the service distribution. The infinitesimal generator matrix, Qp, has the 
size as 4(i?fc+l) x4(i?fc+l)  which is twice as large as that in MMPP(2)/Er(fc)/l/i? 
model.
Let us denote Elf to be the probability vector with a buffer occupancy of b for 
the superposed process of voice and video sources. Then,
H o  =  { ^ o . i  * 0 ,2  * 0 .3  * 0 ,4 }
H f  =  {*”6,1 • • •  Kb,k Xb,k+l • • •  *b,2k n ,2 k + l  *"6^fc *"6,3fc+l *"6,4*},
where 1 <  b <  B.  The steady state probabilities for MMPP(4)/Er(Ar)/l/B  are, 
then, computed by Algorithm 2.1 with 1 < j  < 4 .  The probability vector with a 
buffer occupancy of 6 for the voice (video) sources, Hj (Ilf), is as follows:
H q =  {*-o,x +  *-o,2 *-o,3 +  *-0 ,4 } =  {Pq, 1 P o * }
Hfc =  {*”6,1 +  ‘!rb,k+l • • * *"6,jfe +  Xb,2k *'6,2Jfc+l +  *"(>,3fc+l • * * *"6,3* +  *"6,4Jfe}
=  • • * P b x k  Pb, 2,1 • • • Pw jfe}. w l le r e  1 < b < B
and
H q  =  { * -o ,i  +  *-o,3 *-o,2 +  * 0 ,4 }  =  { P o .i  P o,2>
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lift =  {tT&.I +  T6t2*+1 ' *' Kb,k +  K b flk  K b ,k + l +  ^6,36+1 ’ ' * ^ b ,2k  +  ^6,4*}
=  {pI i,i • • * Pb,i,k Pi,2,1 • • • Pi,2,jfc}> where I < b <  B.
Then, the average number of cells for the superposed process can be computed
as
6=1 j = l  1=1
The cell loss probability of the aggregated voice source, Pj-(Loss), is 
p i (L o s s )______________ ELi(Ps,i,i X\ +  Pb,2 ,i X\)_______________  (2 24,
r C } (P hi + E6B=i E?=i P b ,i,i) Ai + (pfe + E L  Ef=i rf*i) A5 ’ ( J
Similarly, the cell loss probability of the aggregated video source, P?(Loss), is com­
puted as
p 2 ( f  _ __________Ef=i(Pg,i,/ x l  +  Pbxi Ap__________  /29t.x
r { ] ( p h  +  E t e i  E f=! P l u )  A? +  ( P h  +  £ 2 .1  E L i  Pb,2,i) Ai • ( ‘ j
An expression for the average cell delay of the superposed process is
E[D] =  +  *■<«) +  E E [ t -  +  (‘ - '  +  ‘) r-1 E n j j  ■
P 6=1 1=1 P KP j=l
Note that the buffer occupancy and the delay of the individual process of MMPP 1 
or MMPP 2 are same as those for the superposed process.
2 .4 .3  R e s u l t s
Figure 2.20 (2.21) shows the buffer occupancy versus the number of video (voice) 
sources for different buffer sizes. Keeping voice sources fixed at 5,000, the buffer 
occupancy changes slightly for up to 20 video sources. A similar scenario is observed
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Figure 2.20: Buffer occupancy with 5000 voice sources
for the buffer occupancy when the voice sources axe varied and video sources axe 
held constant to some value.
The cell loss probabilities (P'(Loss), i =  1,2 in (2.24) and (2.25)) with different 
buffer sizes for 5,000 voice sources and video source changing from 5 to 25 axe 
shown in Figure 2.22. It shows that the loss probability of voice source (P^(Loss)) 
is almost same as that for the video source (P?(Loss)). However, the cell loss 
changes significantly as buffer size changes (see Figure 2.23).
From Figures 2.24 and 2.25, we notice significant changes in the delay. The 
changes, however, occurs at the same points as illustrated in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 
for the buffer occupancy if the parameters axe selected sim ilarly.
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Figure 2.25: Cell delay with 10 video sources
2 .5  C o n c l u s io n
In this chapter, we have proposed a method to solve the MMPP(2) process that is 
utilized for modeling the aggregated voice and video sources. A queuing analysis 
using M M PP(4)/Er(fc)/l/£ is also studied for the superposed voice and video traffic. 
Note, the superposition of such traffic requires the concept of Kronecker algebra. 
Our study has considered performance parameters such as buffer occupancy, cell 
loss probability, and cell delay both for individual and superposed voice and video 
traffic with changing buffer sizes and number of sources. We have also obtained cell 
losses separately for voice and video sources in the mixed traffic. These results are 
useful for a connection admission control (CAC) and dim ensioning the buffer size 
in an ATM multiplexer to satisfy a given QoS requirement.
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C h a p t e r  3
P r io r it y  H a n d l in g  in  a n  A T M  
M u l t ic a st  S w it c h
3 .1  In t r o d u c t i o n
Real-time audio-video conferences, LAN interfaces, broadcasting, etc., are expected 
to be major emerging services for ATM networks designed with, multicast switches. 
Such applications need priority handling because they are sensitive to cell delay 
and delay jitter. (In this chapter, delay variance is used for a measure of delay 
jitter, which refers to a deviation from an average delay.) This chapter studies the 
problem of both priority and non-priority multicast cells and provides results for 
various performance parameters using a proposed non-blocking copy network and 
priority handling algorithms.
Various architectures of multicast switches (MS) are presented in [33, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 38, 39]. In this chapter, we consider a modular-structure MS that provides a 
high expandability in switch size and resolves the memory size problem for trunk 
number translation [36]. Figure 3.1 illustrates three sections of this switch, namely, 
a distribution network (D N ), copy network (C N ), and routing network (R N ). Each 
of D N  and C N  has modules, where N  is a total number of ports of the switch 
and AT is a module size. The D N  distributes cells to the pre-assigned copy network 
module during a call setup phase. The CN  replicates a multicast cell depending on 
the number of its destinations; then, the proper routing information is assigned to 
the copied cells. The RN  is a point-to-point switch that helps route the copied cell 
to the destination.
48
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Priority handling for a point-to-point ATM switch is studied in [40, 41, 42, 
43]. Reference [40] employs dilation, replication, and internal speedup to improve 
performance. References [41] and [43] study a non-blocking switch with input queues 
and a preemptive priority handling scheme. Reference [42] proposes a threshold- 
based priority scheme to guarantee a certain quality of service for non-real-time 
traffic. All these references consider two priority classes, namely, high and low to 
support traffic having different requirements. Here, we also use two priority classes 
(priority and non-priority cells). But, our study differs with that in [40, 41, 42, 43] 
in the sense that we provide a priority handling feature for multicast cells. Note, 
researchers in [40, 41, 42, 43] do not provide priority handling of multicast cells and 
also exclude multi-point connections. To address these two aspects of the problem 
for a modular-structure MS, we, first, propose an architecture for a copy network and 
consider two different output-reservation schemes. Priority handling algorithms and 
analytical and simulation techniques are, then, presented to obtain parameters such 
as cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss probability. These parameters are obtained 
varying buffer size, fanout, and input load. Note, cell delay, delay jitter, and cell 
loss are the main parameters to determine a quality-of-service (QoS) of ATM call 
[5]. The performance of priority cells is compared with those for non-priority cells 
and also for cells not having any priority handling feature. An earlier version of this 
work has appeared in [44].
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 discusses a non-blocking copy 
network to handle priority of multicast cells. In Section 3.3, two different output 
reservation schemes are described and reservation algorithms for priority and non­
priority cells are also presented. Analyses for the different reservation schemes are 
performed; Section 3.4.1 (3.4.2) studies cell delay and cell loss for both priority
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Figure 3.1: A modular-structure multicast switch [36]
and non-priority cells based on the output reservation scheme-I (scheme-II). The 
analytical and simulation results for different input loads, fanouts, and buffer sizes 
are presented in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
3 .2  N o n - b l o c k in g  C o p y  N e t w o r k
3.2.1 A r c h it e c t u r e  a n d  M u l t ic a s t  C e l l  F o r m a t
Figure 3.2 illustrates the architecture of a copy network that consists of separa­
tion logic (SPL), cyclic distribution network (C D N ), output reservation module 
(ORM), broadcast banyan network (B B N ), selection logic (SEL), and trunk num­
ber translator (TN T). The SPL  distributes an incoming cell to the appropriate 
C D N  depending on a priority or non-priority assigned to a cell. The C D N  dis­
burses the cells to buffers in the ORM  sequentially and cyclically with modulo K  
operation. The ORM  performs reservation of the B B N  outputs and facilitates 
the non-blocking conditions for B B N  by ensuring compactness of active inputs in 
modular fashion and the monotone increasing sequence of the corresponding sets of 
outputs [10, 34]. The B B N V (BBNr.) copies an incoming priority (non-priority) cell
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Figure 3.2: k ( K  x K )  copy network for priority handling
to the corresponding set of output ports reserved by an ORM. The SEL  selects an 
active incoming cell and the T N T  assigns a logical destination address to a copied 
cell for routing. We use suffix p (n) to denote a priority (non-priority) cell.
Incoming priority (non-priority) cells are stored in the buffers of PRPs  (NRPs) 
sequentially and cyclically by CD N P (CDNn). The stored cells in PRPs  and NRPs  
are handled separately in sequence and cycle according to the algorithm s given in 
Section 3.3. Thus, we claim that two logically shared buffers, one for priority cells 
and the other for non-priority cells, exist even though the buffers axe sepaxated port- 
by-port physically. The cell sequence is also kept using the first-come first-served 
scheme.
The format of a multicast cell at C D N  and ORM  is given in Figures 3.3 (a) and
3.3 (b), respectively. The incoming multicast cell to the C D N  is assumed to have 
the information about a multicast group number (M G N ), activity bit (act), priority 
bit (pri), the number of fanouts ( / ) ,  and information (I) field (see Figure 3.3(a)).
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M G N act pH fanout Information
(a) Multicast cell format incoming to CDN
M G N act pri IR I S ( Omin, Omax )
(b) Multicast cell format out o f ORM
Figure 3.3: Formats of a multicast cell
The separation logic monitors the pri bit of the incoming cell whose a d  bit is set 
and sends it to the appropriate CDN'. If the pri bit of the cell is set, then the cell 
is forwarded into CDNP; otherwise it goes to CDNn•
Figure 3.3 (b) shows the format of the modified multicast cell. The cell out of 
ORM  has additional information such as (0 mtn, 0 max), index reference (7/2), and 
index shift (IS). The ( 0 TOm , 0 max )  pair indicates the number of reserved B B N  
outputs. The index reference represents a base pointer of copied cells, while the 
index shift is a base pointer for the rem aining copied cells after fanout splitting 
occurs. Note that fanout splitting occurs when the available B B N  outputs are not 
enough to handle the requested fanouts during a time slot. In this way, the available 
fanouts are reserved during the time slot and the rest of them can be reserved by 
the next reservation procedure during the next time slot. Using IR, IS,  and output 
address of B B N ,  the trunk number translator computes a copy index (C X ). The 
copy index together with M G N  provides a unique identity of the copied cell at a 
given multicast call and is given by C X  =  IS  +  (output address) — IR. Thus, the 
logical destination address of the cell to be used for routing can be translated by 
M G N  and CX .  In what follows, we provide the details about CDN, ORM, and 
BBN.







R u n n in g  acfeter n.ew ortc R «vec*«  b anyan  necwocfc
Figure 3.4: An (8 x 8) cyclic distribution, network [36].
3.2.2 C y c l ic  D is t r ib u t io n  N e t w o r k  ( C D N )
A cyclic distribution network distributes incoming multicast cells to ORM  sequen­
tially and cyclically. As shown in Figure 3.4, the C D N  consists of running adders 
and a reverse banyan network. A (K  x K )  reverse banyan network is nonblocking 
if (i) the active inputs are monotone increasing and («) the corresponding outputs 
are consecutive in modular K  domain [10]. The condition of consecutive output 
addresses is fulfilled by running adders by summing the number of incoming cells. 
For cyclic operation, the result of summation is fed back to use the next time slot.
Suppose that the feedback value is 5 and the inputs 1,2,4, and 6 have incoming 
cells at a given time slot as indicated in Figure 3.4. The running adder performs 
modular summation and the cells are self-routed through the reverse banyan net­
work. Routing in the reverse banyan network is performed as follows [10]: The 
switching element at stage i routes a cell to the upper (lower) link if d,- =  0 (1), 
where the destination address of the cell is represented by dnd„_i • • • . Thus, the
incoming cells at the input ports 1,2,4, and 6 reach at the outputs 6,7,0, and 1 of 
the reverse banyan network, respectively. Note that these are consecutive outputs 
with modulo 8 operation.
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Figure 3.5: An (8 x 8) B B N  and its copy procedure [34]
3.2.3 O u t p u t  R e s e r v a t io n  M o d u l e  ( O R M )
The output reservation module consists of PRPs  and NRPs  and handles the stored 
cells in two different types of buffers - one for priority cells and the other for non­
priority cells. It contains two token rings and one token bus architectures. A priority 
(non-priority) ring connects PRPk (NRPk) with PRP(k+i)modK (NRP{k+i)modK) 
and has a priority (non-priority) token circulating through PR Ps (NRPs). A pro­
cessor holding the token performs the output reservation using the algorithm in 
Section 3.3. The token path exists on the bus shared between PR Ps  and NRPs. If 
there is no cell in the P R P,  the token is transfered via this bus to allow the N R P  
(holding a non-priority token) to perform the output reservation.
3.2.4 B r o a d c a s t  B a n y a n  N e t w o r k  ( B B N )
A B B N  is a modified banyan network such that its switching element can replicate 
and route a cell. Combining results of [10] and [34], the B B N  is said to be non- 
blocking if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) The active input ports of a copy network are compact in modulo K \  that is, for
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any input x*, where 0  <  x* <  K  — 1 , if inputs x* and x^+2)modK aie active, then 
the input i(fc+i) mod ifis active.
(«) The corresponding sets of outputs should form a monotone increasing sequence; 
that is, Yk < Y(k+i)modK <  ••• <  Y(k+m-i)modK> where m is the number of active 
input ports.
Replication of a cell in B B N  is proceeded by the binary interval splitting algorithm 
(BISA)  proposed in [34]. Let the binary representation of (0 mtn, 0 max) be (mi • 
• • mn, Mi • • • Af„), where n =  log2K .  When a switching element at stage i in the 
B B N  receives a cell, it checks the m,- and M i  bits. If both bits axe 0 (1), the cell 
is routed to link 0 (1) without changing (Omsn, 0 max)• If mt- =  0 and Mi =  1, 
then the cell is replicated, and the replicated cells with modified (Omin, O max) as 
(mi - • • m„, Mi • • • Mi-iOl • • • I) and (mi • • • m,_ilO • • • 0, M\ • • • Mn) are sent to link 
0 and 1 , respectively. Note that there is no possible case of both m,- =  1 and Mi =  0. 
An example of ( 8  x 8 ) B B N  and its copy procedure using BIS A is illustrated in 
Figure 3.5. Here inputs 7,0, and 1 are connected to the output sets, (0,2), (3,4), 
and (5,5), respectively. The cell incoming to input port 0 is replicated because of 
mi =  0 and M\ =  1. The replicated cells with modified (Omin ,O max) as (011,011) 
and (1 0 0 , 1 0 0 ) are sent to link 0  and 1 , respectively.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the entire (8 x 8) copy network with an example. We 
assume there is no remaining cell in the O RM  and PRPq (NRP5) keeps Ip (In) at 
a time slot t. Suppose that two priority cells x x and X3 with fanouts 3 and 1 arrive 
at the input ports 0 and 4, respectively, and three non-priority cells X2 , x4, and x5 
with fanouts 2, 1, and 3 arrive at input ports 2, 5, and 7, respectively. The C D N P 
distributes two priority cells to the output port 0  and 1 assum ing its feed-back value 
is seven. The CDNn distributes three non-priority cells to the output port 6 , 7
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Ipri l/tutauaj (Omin, Omax)
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B B f/k
Figure 3.6: Copy procedure of an (8 x 8) copy network
and 0 assuming its feed-back value is five. The ORM  performs output reservation 
for priority and non-priority cells (see Section 3.3). The BBNP (B B N n) copies the 
incoming priority (non-priority) cells to the corresponding sets of outputs according 
to { 0 min , 0 max) values. Note that fanout splitting occurs for cell z 5 at port 7, i.e., 
one out of three fanouts is handled during the time slot t.
3 .3  O u t p u t  R e s e r v a t io n  S c h e m e s  a n d  
A l g o r it h m s
Output reservation is a key function of the copy network. Assume that cell trans­
mission is synchronized with a system clock as shown in Figure 3.7. A cell starts 
arriving at the input port at time f. The header and information fields of the cell 
start arriving at t and (t +  At), respectively.
We consider two different output-reservation schemes. Consider a time slot t. 
Scheme-I works as follows. First, output reservation for the remaining cell(s) (if 
any exist) is performed. The buffer space occupied by the cell(s) reserved during 
time slot t becomes available for new arrival cells at the same time slot. Output
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Figure 3.7: A timing diagram
reservation for the new cells is also performed during time slot t  if the remaining 
output port(s) is (are) still available. The arrived cell is lost when a buffer space is 
full after reservation for the remaining cells.
In Scheme-II, output reservation of the remaining cell(s) starts after new cell(s) 
arrives. The buffer space occupied by the remaining cell(s) is not available for a new 
arrival cell. Output reservation of the remaining and arriving cell(s) is performed 
during the period, (1—At), which is long enough for a moderate module size [36]. It, 
thus, makes the algorithm feasible and of practical importance. The output reserved 
cell during time slot t  is stored at the output buffer and transmitted to B B N  at time 
(t +  1). The buffer space occupied by the output reserved cells becomes available 
for new cells at time slot (t + 1). The arriving cell is lost when a buffer space is full 
before output reservation is performed.
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 present analysis and simulation for the different reservation 
schemes. The reservation algorithm for different schemes, however, is not affected 
because output reservation is performed only for the buffered cells.
Suppose that new cells arrive at ORM  at time slot t. The priority or non- 
priority token has indicator (Ip or /„), flag (F), and pointer (TP) fields. Note that 
Ip (In) stands for a token indicator for priority (non-priority) processors, F  indicates 
whether all B B N  outputs are reserved or not, and T P  represents how many B B N  
outputs have already been reserved, 0 <  T P  <  K .  A P R P  holding the token at the





t p  Buffer
Figure 3.8: A detailed sketch of priority and non-priority processors.
end of the previous time slot generates a new token with I p =  1 and F  =  T P  =  0 
in the beginning of each time slot.
3 . 3 . 1  O u t p u t  R e s e r v a t i o n  o f  P r i o r i t y  C e l l
Figure 3.8 sketches the details of a P R P k  - N R P k  pair. The incom ing cell from C D N  
is stacked on the first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer unless the buffer is full. The token 
from P R P k - 1 consists of I p , F ,  and T P k .  The block containing output reservation 
and fanout splitting logic is activated only when Ip is set. The token destination 
is determined using the result of output reservation. If the buffer is empty, the 
token is transferred to an N R P  via a shared token bus. For T P k  +  f k  <  K ,  the 
token is transferred to P R P k + i , where f k  is the number of fanouts of the cell at the 
head-of-line (HOL) in the FIFO, 1 <  f k  < N .  As soon as the token is transferred to 
P R P k + i ,  it resets which means P R P k  has released the token. If T P k  +  f k  >  K ,  
fanout splitting occurs and Ip is kept set for the next time slot.
Algorithm 3.3.1, given below, illustrates the output reservation algorithm explic­
itly for P R P s .  Let’s assume that P R P k  keeps the token at the end of the previous
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time slot and starts the output reservation algorithm. Note, F  and TPk are initial­
ized to zero at the beginning of time slot.
Algorithm 3.3.1 Output Reservation Algorithm in PRPs 
Step 0. Begin the j-th time slot and the PRPk with Ip = 1.
set TPk =  0 and F = 0.
Step 1. Check Conditions
if F = 1, go to step 4.
if P  = 0 and buffer is empty, deliver the token to an NRP and go to step 4. 
if F = 0 and buffer is not empty, go to step 2.
Step 2. Output Reservation
if TPjt + fk >  K, go to step 3. 
if TPk +  fk = K, set F = 1 and Temp = 0. 
if TPk + fk < K, set Temp = TPk +  /*. 
begin
Set (Om{n, Cmax) = (TPk, (TPk + fk ~ l))-
if IS = 0, set IR = TPk-
deliver the token to PRP[k+i)modK and set Ip = 0.
set TPk = Temp.
set k =  ((k + 1) mod K) and go to step 1. 
end
Step 3. Fanout Splitting 
begin
if IS  = 0, set IR = TPk-
Set (Omin,Omax) — ( T P k ,K  ~  1)-
set fk = f k - ( K -  TPk) and IS = IS + (K -  TPk).
keep the token and go to Step 4.
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end
Step 4• Wait for next time slot 
End
3 .3 .2  O u t p u t  R e se r v a t io n  o f  N o n - P r io r it y  C e l l
The output reservation of N R P  is initiated only when an N R P  receives a token from 
a PRP. There exist two different token paths in NRPk: Path 1 is from NRPk- \  and 
Path 2 is from a PRP. The token from a P R P  (Ip =  1, TPk) can be accepted only 
when /„ of NRPk is set. The token from NRPk-i has information of Ip =  /„ =  1, 
F, and TPk- The output reservation and fanout splitting logic is activated when 
both Ip and /„ axe set (see Figure 3.8). The token can be transferred to NRPk+i
or be kept at NRPk depending on the result of the output reservation and fanout
splitting logic. If T P k+ fk <  K ,  then the token is transferred to NRPk+ i; otherwise, 
the token is kept at NRPk. Here, f k is the number of fanouts of the cell at HOL in 
the FIFO. As soon as N P R k transmits the token, it resets both Ip and In. When it 
keeps the token, it resets Ip only to become ready to receive a new token from PRPs  
later. Algorithm 3.3.2, given below, illustrates an output reservation algorithm for 
NRPs.
Algorithm 3.3.2 Output Allocation Algorithm in NRPs 
Step 0. Begin the j-th time slot and the NRPk with Ip = 1 and In = 1.
Step 1. Check Conditions
if F =  1, set Ip =  0 and go to step 4. 
if buffer is empty, set Ip = 0 and go to step 4.
if buffer is not empty, go to step 2.
Step 2. Output Reservation
if TPk +  fk > K,  go to step 3.
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if TPk +  / (  =  K, set F  = 1 and Temp =  0. 
if TPk +  f k < K ,  set Temp = TPk -f f'k- 
begin
set (Omin, Omax) = (TPk, (TPk + f'k-  1)). 
if IS  = 0, set IR  = TPk-
deliver a token to NRP(k+i)modK and set Ip =  0,/„ = 0. 
set TPk = Temp.
set k = ((& + 1) mod AT) and go to Step 1 
end
Step 3. Fanout Splitting 
begin
if IS  =  0, set IR = TPk- 
set ( Omin ,O max) — (TPk, K  — 1) 
set fk = f k - ( K -  Tpk) and 
IS = IS + (K — TPk). 
keep a token and set Ip = 0. 
go to step 4. 
end
Step 4- Wait for next time slot 
End
Note that the P R P  whose Ip =  1 starts Algorithm 3.3.1, whereas, the N R P  
whose both Ip and 7n are set starts Algorithm 3.3.2.
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3 .4  P e r f o r m a n c e  A n a l y sis
This section presents the performance analysis of the proposed, copy network in 
terms of cell delay and cell loss probability. The technique of a tagged Markov rhain 
presented in [45] is considered to analyze the performance of multicast cells. The 
technique is extended for the analysis of priority handling and a modular structure.
As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the C D N  distributes incoming cells se­
quentially and cyclically. The PRPs (NRPs) configure a logically shaxed buffer for 
priority (non-priority) cells. The cells in a shared buffer axe handled in first-come 
first-served fashion. The B B N  is non-blocking under the conditions resolved by the 
ORM. The performance model of the copy network can, thus, be represented as 
Figure 3.9.
Cell arrivals and serving cells axe performed on a time slot basis. Incoming 
cells from K  ports with a rate K A axe stored the appropriate buffer. Each cell has 
information on fanout. Both servers can handle at most K  fanouts each time slot. 
The server for non-priority cells is activated when no cell in the priority shaxed buffer 
exists and output ports axe still available. We assume that the arriving process of 
multicast cell at an input port is Bernoulli process with an arrival rate A. Let A be 
divided into Ap and An which represent the arriving rate of priority and non-priority 
cells, respectively. Denote Pq to be the probability that the number of available 
output ports for non-priority cells after reservation of priority cells is c. Let bp (bn) 
indicate the logically shaxed buffer size for priority cells (non-priority cells).
Here we consider two output reservation schemes. In output reservation scheme- 
1, the remaining cells axe served first and then new incoming cells arrive in a buffer 
and they axe served. After serving the remaining cells, the buffer space occupied by 
the cells becomes available for new arriving cells. However, Scheme-II allows incom-






a  priority tbared buffer 






a non-priority shared buffer
Figure 3.9: A performance model of the proposed copy network
ing cells to arrive first and performs an output reservation for both the remaining 
and new arrival cells on a first-come, first-served basis. We, first, consider Scheme-I 
and, then, describe Scheme-II with the difference with Scheme-I.
3 . 4 . 1  O u t p u t  R e s e r v a t i o n  S c h e m e - I
3 .4 .l . l  P r io r it y  C e l l  A n a l y s is
Denote P(AP|t =  a) as the probability of a arrivals of priority cells on K  input 
ports at time slot t. P(Ap,t =  a) has a binomial distribution due to the Bernoulli 
arrival process at each input port. Then,
PX = P(Ap,t = a) =
'IO
Ap° (1 — Ap)K - a 0 < a  < K . (3.1)
Suppose that the number of fanouts of an incoming cell is distributed geometrically 
and truncated with maximum fanout of N.  Note, N  (K ) is a switch (module) size. 
Denote P{Fp,t =  / )  as the probability of /  fanouts of the incoming cell at time slot 
t, and P p as the average number of fanouts. Then,
*  (i -  £ ) ' -  
i -  E fe1 P k
; l < / <  AT - 1  
; /  =  A .
(3.2)
Define random variables Rptt and Sp<t to be the number of fanouts of the cell at 
HOL and the number of cells in a shared buffer at the beginning of time slot t
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A p t(fanouts)
I"  “ , 
( Rp4+l,Sp.t+l  ̂ ! A p.t+1 < \ t + 2  . Sp.t+2 >
11
0 (.0* U ; i .  O r -  ■ (0 , 0  )
/ i ( f ‘- i> (0, o ) -------- (0 . 0 )
/ / ^ l ( f l= 2 ) -------- ------ (0. 0 ) l ( f  1=2 ) ---------- ------- (1 . 1 )
/ / / —•>
-------l ( f l= 4 ) ------- n------ (2. 1 ) K f*-4)---------- -------  (3 . 1 )
( ( 0 . 0 ) ^ - ' ----- 2 (f l= l ,  f ^ l ) ------ (0. 0  ) \  2 (f1= l ,  f2= l) ------- (1 . 1 )
2 (f l= l ,  f2=2) ------ (1. 1 ) \  j ^  2 (f l= l .  f2=2) -------(2 , 1 )
2 (f1=4. f*=4) - -------(2. 2 ) ! 2 (f‘=4. f2—4) - (3. 2 )
Note : f 1 (f2 ) stands for the fanout o f the first (second) arriving cell.
Figure 3.10: Changes of (Rp,t+i, Sp,t+i) depending on APit.
or the end of time slot (t — 1), respectively. Therefore, new arrivals at time slot 
t , APtt-, is independent of Rp,t and Sp,t. And P(RPtt+i 1 Sp,t+i\Rp,w, S p ^ w  < t) =  
P(Rptt+i, Sp't+ilRpj, SPtt), which satisfies a Markov property.
The following example shows Ap>., Pp.., and SPt. parameters at three time in­
stances, namely, t , t  +  l,  and t  +  2. Suppose IV =  4, K  =  2, and bp =  2. Figure 3.10 
shows the possible values of (i2pit+i, SPtt+i) depending on APyt assuming (Rp,t, SPtt) 
=  (0, 0) and the possible values of (f2p,t+2 , ■S'p.t+2) depending on AP|(+1 assuming 
(Rp't+i, ■S'p.t+i) =  (1, 1). If APit =  1 with fanout=3 as shown in Figure 3.10, then 
two out of three fanouts of the cell are handled during time slot t. The cell that 
remains in the shared buffer now contains fanout=l, resulting in (Rp,t+i, •S’p.t+i) =  
( 1, !)•
The transition probability from state (r, s) at time slot t to (r', s') at time slot 
(t +  1), then, can be expressed as follows:
Tp[r',s' | r, a] = = r', Sp,t+1 = J  \ Pp,t = r, 5p,t = s)
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Figure 3.11: A Markov chain of priority cells with N  =  4, K  =  2, bp =  2 
K
~ = r » = 5 I t = Ti Sp,t — 3t Ap,t = a) P% , (3.3)
a=0
where 0 < r,r' <  N  and 0 <  s, s' <  bp. Note that no state of (0,i) or (i,0), where 
i >  0, exists. The Markov chain of (r, s) with N  =  4, K  =  2 ,6P =  2 is shown in 
Figure 3.11. We recognize that the chain is finite, irreducible, and aperiodic. The 
transition from (0,0) at time slot t to (0,0) at time slot (t +  1) occurs when at time 
slot t: (i) no cell arrives, (it) one cell arrives with fanout=l or 2, or (in) two cells 
arrive with Z1 =  f 2 =  1, where /* represents the number of fanouts of the i-th 
arrived cell at time slot t. The transition from (0,0) to (1,1) occurs with (i) the 
arrival of one cell having f 1 =  3 or (ii) two cells having ( f 1 =  1 and p  =  2) or 
( f l =  2 and p  =  1).
To compute Tp[r', s' | r,s], let’s define Mv as the transition probability matrix 
whose element represents the transition probability that the number of available 
output ports, called output state, for priority cell changes from i to j ,  where —N  <  
i , j  <  K ,  as follows.
Mp =  [Mp[:,j]]; where — N < i , j  < K
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Figure 3.12: An output state diagram of the number of available output ports
0 P> P}  ••• P f P f +1 ••• P f  0 ••• 0
oo 0H1
0 0 o ••• p f -2 i f - 1 ••• i f " 2 p f - 1 ••• 0
0 0 0 ••• 0 p> ••• P p - K p f - * +1 ••• p f
0 I
Here 0 is an (N  x (K  + 1 ) )  size zero matrix, and the I is an N  x N  identity 
matrix. Zero or negative-valued output state implies that no available output port 
exists. For instance, the element of Mp at the first row and the second column, i.e., 
MP[ K , K  — 1], represents the probability that the output state changes from K  to 
K  — 1 with the probability of Pp. The output state diagram is shown in Figure 3.12. 
Note that the output state at the beginning of each time slot is K.
Now let’s decompose Mp into M x and where M x {M%) indicates the transi­
tion probability that the transitions occur when fanout requests axe (not) satisfied
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during a time slot. M* and are shown in the following:
K 0 n n n
b K -  1 
• • •  P p P f
K — 1 0 0 P } P 2F
b K - 2• •  • J 'p p K - lr F
K - 2 0 0 0 P lF
p K - 3  • "  F F P f ~ 2 0




K P f +2 0 0
K - 1 P f P * » 0 0








Mp, M^, and are given below with N  =  4 and K  =  2.
0 P} * o o
• J
0 0 P } i f  p f  o
0 0 0 Pk Pf  Pf Pf
0 I
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Let’s define $ Ui„(x,y|z) as the probability of moving the output state from u
to v in x transitions according to Mp and y transitions according to M^, where
(z =  x +  y), (x, y, z  >  0), (u > v ), and —N  <  tx, v <  K .  Then,
$ u,t<(0,0|0) = 1 if u = v, 0 otherwise 
$u,«(xs0|z) = EJ‘= v ^ u ,/(x - l ,0 |z - l) -  M}[l,v]
*«,.(0,y|*) = E ? = v ^ u ,/(0 ,y -l|z -l)-M p2[/,t;] (3.7)
^u,u(x,y|z) = E “= » ^ tt .z (x - l,y k -l) -M p1[/,u]
+ E“=v *« d*> y -  ik -1) • *] •
By substituting Equation (3.3) with Equation (3.7), we get:
-^(-^Pit+i = r > Sp,t+i ~ s I Pp.,t =  Sptt = s, Apj =  o)
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Efco $/w («> 0|a )> s =  0, s ' =  0
$ jr ,_ r/(a  -  -s7. ^I“ )> 5 =  0, 0 <  s ' < bp
Efco + a “  l,0 |s -t -a -  1), s > 0, /  = 0
$ K -r ,~ r'(5 -  s' +  a -  l.s 'J s  +  a -  1), 5 >  o, 0 <  s' <  bp, r  < K
^ K - r . - r ' i o, s'ls - f a ) ,  s  >  0, 0 <  s' <  bp, r  > K
E ? _ * ~ l  § K -r ,- r ‘(s  +  a -  I -  l , l \ s  +  a -  I ) ,  s > 0, s' =  6p, s  f  a >  6P .
Now, transition matrix T p, whose elements consist of Tp[ / ,  s' | r,s], can be com­
puted by Equation (3.3). For an example, the transition probability from state 
(0,0) to state (1,1), i.e., Tp[l, 1 [ 0,0] in Figure 3.11, is computed as follows. From 
Equation (3.8), P(Rp,t+i =  1, SPlt+i =  1 | Rp,t =  0, S p<t =  0, Ap<t =  a) equals 
$ 2,-i(a  — 15 l|a)> where 0 <  a <  2. Using Equations (3.3) and (3.7), Tp[l, 1 | 0,0] is 
obtained as P \  P f  +  P \ {P lF P 2F +  P 2F P » .
From transition matrix T p of size ((N  6P+1) x (N  6p-f 1)) we can obtain the steady 
state probability vector IIP of size (1 x ( Nbp +  1)), using the following equations:
n p = n p • T p and n p = 1.
r ,j
Tp[(r', s')|(r, s)] and IIp(r,s) are the elements of Tp and IIP, respectively, where 
0 <  r, r' <  N  and 0 <  s,s' <  6p. Note that neither (0, i) nor (t, 0) state exists 
where i >  0. Suppose a tagged cell arrives at the port i numbered by 0,1, — 1
and u cells are arriving at the input ports, 0,1, • • •, (i — 1). Let Q p j y j  denote 
the probability that the priority cell arriving at port i is placed at the s'th buffer 
position and Rptt becomes r' at the end of time slot t. In the equilibrium state, we 
can apply IIp(r,s) for P{Rp,t =  r, 5P)t =  s). Then,
Q p ,i ,r ' ,3 ' —  ^  P ( P p , t + l  =  r  > ■Sp.f+ l — 5  \ R p yt  =  r ,  S p yt  —  5 ,  U p tt  =  u  f  1)
rtj tu
• P{Rp,t = r,Sp,t = s) P& (3.9)
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where t& = P(U,t  =  «) = ( * ) v ( l - A ,) ' '" * -
Let’s consider the delay performance. Define GPi{ as the nnmber of time slots to 
complete transmission of the tagged cell arriving at port i and Gv,TtS as the number 
of time slots to transmit the cell at position s with Rp,t =  r- Then, the average of 
Gp,r,a, E[GPs t3], can be determined by
E \ G p<Tŷ  — P ( R p , t + i  — r  i S p , t+ i  —  3  IR p , t  — r i S p , t  —  3 i A p , t  —  0 )  •
r',y>o
(1 + i?[Gp,r/,y]) (3.10)
where E[Gp,r,i] =
1, r < K  
f£ l ,  r > K ,  and 
•S[Gp,o,o] = 0.
Then, the average of GPi,-, E[Gp,i\, can be calculated as
E[Gp,i] = 53  E[Gp,r,s] Qp,i,r,s. (3.11)
r,a>0
Thus, the average priority cell delay, Dp, over all input channels becomes
K - l
A  = i  E  E[G,A
K  4o
To compute the probability of cell loss, let’s assume the buffer size is infinite so 
that s' can be greater than bp. Then, we have the following equation.
P{Rp,t+i = r y *Sp,t+1 = 3 I Rp,t =  r i Sp,t — s, APit = a)
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HiLo $K,l(a, 0|tt), 3  = 0 , s' = 0
$K-,_r/(a -  s', s'|a), s = 0, s' > 0
o $K-r,i(s + a -  1,0|s + a -  1), s > 0, s' = 0
$/<■_r,_r/(s + a -  s' -  1, s'|s + a - 1 ) ,  s > 0, s' > 0, r < K
$K-r,-r'(Q, ̂ l-s + a), s > 0, s' > 0, r > K .
With the assumption of infinite buffer size, let Q'piT, y  denote the probability that 
the priority cell arriving at port i is placed at s' with Rp,t+i =  r7. Then,
Q p ,i ,r ' ,s '  — ^ 2  =  r  » S p , t+ l  ~  a>\R p , t  — T 1 S p , t  =  U p ,t  =  tt +  1 )  •r,a,u
P(Rp,t =  r, 5Pit = s) P#.
We consider the cell placed at a position greater than 6P as lost. Then, the proba­
bility that the tagged cell arriving at port i is lost can be expressed as follows:
Q'p SM -  H  51 Q p ,i,r',k •
k>bp r'>0
So the average priority cell loss probability, Lp, and the throughput, Tp, over all 
input channels become
i k - i 
{=0
Tp = Ap (1 — Lp) T a
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Figure 3.13: A Markov chain of non-priority cells with N  =  4, K  =  2, bn = 2  
3.4.1.2 N o n - p r io r it y  C el l  A n a l y s is
Next, let’s consider the analysis for non-priority cells. Note that non-priority cells 
are handled only when the output ports of B B N  are available after reservation of 
priority cells during a time slot. Let An and denote the arrival rate at each input 
port and the average fanout of an incoming non-priority cell, respectively. Define 
random variable Rn,t {Sn,t) as the number of fanouts of the cell at the top position 
of (the number of cells in) the shared non-priority buffer at time slot t. Also let V\,  
and r n[rV|r, s] denote the probability of a arrivals, the probability of /  fanouts, 
and the transition probability from state (r, s) to (r', s') for non-priority cells, re­
spectively. Then, Vp,  and r„[r's'|r, s] can be obtained from Equations (3.1), 
(3.2), and (3.3) by substituting Ap,Fp,RpiU and Sp,t with An, Fn,Rn,t, and Sn,t, 
respectively. Replace element Pf  in Equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) with Vp for 
Mn, M*, and for non-priority cells, respectively. And also replace M^[l,v] and 
in Equation (3.7) with M„[l,v] and M%[l,v], respectively.
The Markov chain with N  =  4, K  =  2 ,6„ =  2 is shown in Figure 3.13. Note that 
there exist self-transitions in states (3,1), (3,2), (4,1), and (4,2) because the output
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reservation of non-priority cell is handled only when output ports axe available after 
output reservation of priority cells. The probability that the number of available 
output ports for non-priority cells after reservation of priority cells is c, P£, can be 
obtained as follows.
Pq = P(Ct+i =  c) = P(Ct+i =  c, Rp,t+i =  0, Sp,t+ 1 = 0)
= y ' P(Ct+i — c, Rp,t+ 1  =  0, Sp't+i — 0\Rp,t = r, Sp.t — s , Apj — a) •
r,3,a
P(Rr,t = r,Sp.t = s) P% (3.12)
= E  £*fC -r,c(s + « - l , 0 | s  + a - l )  P { R p , t  = r,Sp.t = s ) P %
r,s> 0  a
+ £  $K,c(a, 0|a) P { R p , t  = 0 ,5p.t = 0) P % .
Now, P ( R n<t+i  =  r', i ’n . t + i  =  s' I R n , t  =  r, S n ,t  =  s, An,t =  a) can be obtained as 
follows.
P { P n , t + l  — r  > *?n ,£+ l — S | iZ n.t — r » -^n,i — S ,  i4.n ,f — n )  
E ^ o E ? = o $ c . i ( a , 0 | a ) P 5 ,
E^Lo $c ,-r'(a -  -s', s'|a) P§,
E«o ELo ̂ c-r,/(s + a -  1,0|s + a -  1)
E ^ = 0  $ c - r , - r ' ( s  -  s' + 0 -  1, s'|s + 0 - 1 )  P£,
£^=0 $ c - r , - r ' ( 0 ,  s'|s + fl) -Fg, 
ifC v ŝ+a—1
3 = 0, s' = 0 
s = 0, 0 < s' < bn
s > 0, s' = 0
s > 0, 0 < s' < 6n, t  <  c
s > 0, 0 < s' < 6n, r > c
Ec=0 E?=6a„ $ c-r,-r'(s + O -  1 -  1, l|s + O -  1) P£, S > 0, s' = 6„, S +  O >  6n
Using the same method as in the priority case, the steady state probability of (r, s) 
for non-priority cells can be computed as:
Hn — Hre • Tn and ^  Iln — 1,
r,-s
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where the dimensions of T n a n d lln axe ((Nbn+ l ) x ( N b n+ l ) )  and (1 x ( N b n+l) ) ,  
respectively.
Let Qn, i y y  be the probability that a non-priority cell arriving at port i is placed 
at the s'-th buffer position and R n ,t + i  becomes r7. The Q n , i y y - ,  then, can be obtained 
by substituting Rp„, Up,t, and Ap with Rn„, Un<t, and An into Equation (3.9).
The average number of time slots to transmit the non-priority cell at position s 
with Rn,t =  r, jE[Gn,riJ], is obtained as follows:
=  y  ' P(&n,t+l =  r  > ‘S'rM+l =  5 |&n,t — r i $n,t — 3i -4n,t =  0) * 
r',V>0
(1 -I- £[£?„,,./,*/]) (3.13)
where E[GnA0] = 0.
Note that the non-priority packet at the first position of a shared buffer cannot 
always be handled because it depends on the available output ports after handling
priority cells. Then, the average number of time slots to complete transmission of
the tagged cell arriving at port i, £[(?„,,•], is obtained by
= ^ 2  [̂̂ n,r,j] Q n ,i,r ,s • (3-14)
TVJ>0
Thus, the average non-priority packet delay, Dn, over all input channels is
D» =  j £ e [g ^ \ -
Considering the infinite buffer size for non-priority cells to compute the cell loss 
probability, we have
7>(-ftn,t+1 =  r  ) $n,t+l = 3 | Rn,t = r, Sn,t =  31 -4n,t =  o)
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E «0 E?=o * c j ( a ,  0|a) f£, 3 = 0, a' = 0
E ^o $c,-r'(a -  *'|a) f £ ,  3  =  0, a7 > 0
= E^o Ef=o *c-r,/(3 +  « -  1,0|s +  a -  1) f£, s >  0, s' =  0
^c-r.-r'O* +  a -  3' -  1, s'Js + a -  1) P£, s > 0, s' > 0, r < K
$£-^-^(0, s'ls + a) f£ , 3 > 0, s' > 0, r > fiT.
With an assumption of infinite buffer size, denote Q n ^ i y  to be the probability 
that the non-priority cell arriving at the i-th port is placed at s' with Rn,t+i =  r'. 
Then,
Qn,i,r,^ t =  -^r(-®w.*+l =  T > $n,t+1 =  s  |-®n,t =  r i *S«,t =  5 » Un,t — ** +  1) •r,jtu
P(iZn.i = r,5n,t =  s)P^.
We consider a cell placed at a position greater than bn as lost. Then, the probability 
that a tagged cell arriving at port i is lost can be expressed as follows:
Q’*m  = E  £
fe>4n r '> 0
So the average non-priority cell loss probability, Ln, and the throughput, Tn, over 
all input ports become
, K-1
£» =  t E f e
{=o
7n = An (1 — Ln) Pa •
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Figure 3.14: A Markov chain of priority cells with N  — 4, K  — 2, bp =  2 using 
Scheme-II
3 . 4 . 2  O u t p u t  R e s e r v a t i o n  S c h e m e - I I
3 .4 .2 .1  P r io r ity  C ell A nalysis
In the output reservation Scheme-II, an arriving cell at time slot t is lost when no 
buffer space is available before output reservation for the remaining cells. Figure 3.14 
illustrates the difference with Scheme-I. Note that states (3,2) and (4,2) do not exist 
nor do self-transitions in states (1,2) and (2,2). A new arriving cell at states (1,2) 
or (2,2) is lost, but not in Scheme-I. Equations (3.1) through (3.7) can be applied 
for Scheme-II. However, Equation (3.8) is changed as follows:
P r ( R p , t + i  — r  i S p tt + i  — s | R p , t  — r, S p tt  — s ,  — o)
E/=o 0|a), s  = 0, s '  = 0
$ tf ,-r '(a -  s'jS'Ja), s ~  0, 0 <  s7 <  bp
E£Lo +  a  — 1,0|s + a — 1), s > 0, s '= 0 (3.15)
$K-r,~r'(5 -  S7 +  a -  1, S7|s  + a -  1), s > 0, 0 < s' < bp, r < K
$A-_r,_r/(0,s/|s -I- a), s > 0, 0 < s' < bp, r > K
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where a  =  <
a if s + a < bv
bp —s if a + a > bp .
The steady state probability can. be obtained using the same method as Scheme-I. 
Q p ,i , r ' s  is obtained using Equation (3.9).
Using Equations (3.10) and (3.11), the average priority cell delay, Dp, over all 
input ports becomes
k , 4 e  B .g „ \  .
:'=0
To compute a cell loss probability, the assumption of infinite buffer size is not 
necessary in this scheme because an incoming cell cannot be placed at position s, 
s > bp. An arriving cell will be lost when no available buffer space exists before the 
output reservation of the remaining cell(s) in the priority shared buffer (if exists). 
Thus, the probability that a tagged cell arriving at port i is lost, denoted by Q p, i , z , 
can be computed as follows:
< 3 ,.u  =  £ E £ n , , ( r , 6 , , - y ) f £ .
r>0 j= 0  k = j




Tp — Xp (1 — Lp) Tp .
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Figure 3.15: A Markov chain of non-priority cells with IV =  4, K  =  2 ,6n =  2 using 
Scheme-II
3 .4 .2 .2  N o n-P rio r ity  C ell A nalysis
All the notations and the equations used in Section 3.4.1-B are applied to this 
section, unless mentioned otherwise. The Markov chain with N  =  4, K  =  2, bn =  2 
is shown in Figure 3.15. Note that no incoming transition from other states exists in 
the states (2,2), (3,2), and (4,2) except the self-transition. Pq can be obtained using 
Equation (3.12). Then, Pr(Rn,t+i =  r', Sn,t+i =  s' | Rnj =  r, Sn,t =  s, An,t =  a) 
can be obtained as follows.
P r { R -n ,t+ 1 — r  » S n , t+ l  — 3  | & n ,t  — r i $ n , t  — s i A n it — a )
HcLo Hf=0 * * /(« , 0|«) P c i 3 =  0, s' =  0
Z ! L o * c , - A a - 3 ' , s ' \ a ) P Z , s  =  0, 0 < s' < b n
LZLo  Ef= o $c-r ,i (s  +  a  -  1 ,0|s +  a  -  1) f £ , 3 >  0, s' =  0
E^O $c-r,-r'(5 ~  S' +  a ~  1, s'\s +  a  ~  1) Pc-> s  >  0, o A Co < b n , r  < c
j jL o § c_ r _r/(0, s'|s +  a) F£, 3 > 0, o A Co <  6„, r >  c
where a  =  <
a if s + a <bn 
bn -  s if s + a > bn.
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Transition matrix T n, whose element is s;|r, s], can be computed using the 
same way in Section 3.4.1-A. The probability that a non-priority cell arriving at 
port i is placed at the s'-th buffer position and Rn,t+i becomes r ' ,  Q n, i y y ,  can be 
obtained by substituting Rpt., UVtt, and Ap with 12*,., Un,t, and An into Equation (3.9).
Using Equations (3.13) and (3.14), the average non-priority cell delay, Dn, over 
all input ports becomes
d .  = i x ;  £[<?»..)•
i= 0
Let Q n, i j .  denote the probability that a tagged packet arriving at port i is lost. 
Then, Q n, i j ,  can be calculated as follows:
Q v i  = E E E - i )  $ ■
r > 0 / = 0  fc= j
So the average non-priority cell loss probability, Ln, and the throughput, Tn, over 
all input ports become
, K - 1
= f E C l
t = 0
Tn = An (1 — Ln) J~%.
3 .5  R e s u l t s  a n d  D is c u s s io n
The simulations for the parameters such as cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss prob­
ability are performed in the IBM RS-6000 machines. Different input ratio, fanouts, 
and buffer sizes under various input loads axe considered. The same assumptions 
used for the analytical analysis in Section 3.4 are taken for the simulations. The
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arriving process of cells is a Bernoulli process with rate, A, which consists of Ap and 
A„ for priority and non-priority cells, respectively, i.e., A =  Ap +  An. The arriving 
process is also independent of the other inputs and different time slots. The effective 
offered load over an output of copy network, Ae/ / ,  is defined as Ae/ /  =  Ap-^p 4-An-^rn. 
The number of fanouts, / ,  is distributed geometrically with the parameters T v and 
T n for priority and non-priority cells, respectively. We assume that T p is equal to 
T n to compare each other and denote them as T .  The value of /  is also truncated 
with the maximum number of fanouts, i.e., N,  total number of ports of the switch. 
/  can be calculated as /  =  [—a  • ln(l — R) — 1], where a  =  —l/ln (l — T )  and R  is 
a random number generated by a computer assumed 0 <  f? < 1 (refer to [46]). bv 
and bn are the total buffer size for priority and non-priority cells, respectively. For 
simplicity, we also assume bp is equal to bn and denote them as B.
The results of the analytical analysis axe computed using Mathematica [47]. 
From the results, the performance of priority cells is compared with that of non­
priority cells as well as that of the no priority handling case. We have also compared 
to match the simulation and analytical results.
In output reservation Scheme-I, the delay performance of priority cells is im­
proved under heavy loads compared with the no priority handling case as shown 
in Figure 3.16, whereas the delay performance of non-priority cells is degraded un­
der heavy loads, which is acceptable to the application point of view. Figure 3.17 
and 3.18 show the delay of priority and non-priority cells, respectively, with the 
results of both analytical analysis and simulation. They show that the simulation 
and analytical results are almost identical. Figure 3.19 (3.20) shows the delay of 
priority and non-priority cells with the different average fanouts (buffer sizes). The 
delay performance of non-priority cells is changed significantly under heavy traffic
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as fanouts and buffer size increase. Note that the delay of priority cells is barely 
affected.
The delay jitter of priority and non-priority cells compared with that of no pri­
ority handling is shown in Figure 3.21. The delay jitter of priority cells is improved 
significantly under heavy loads with degradation of that of non-priority cells. Fig­
ure 3.22 and 3.23 show the effects of different fanouts and buffer sizes on delay 
jitter. The delay jitter performance of non-priority cells is severely degraded under 
heavy loads as fanouts and buffer size increase, but they barely affect the jitter 
performance of priority cells.
Figure 3.24 shows the analytical results of the cell loss probability of priority and 
non-priority cells, and no priority handling case. It illustrates that the loss perfor­
mance of priority cells is improved remarkably comparing with those of non-priority 
cells and no priority handling case. Figure 3.25 (Figure 3.26) shows both the ana­
lytical and simulation results of the loss probability of priority (non-priority) cells. 
Note that the simulation results for cell loss probability shows only greater than 
10-8 due to the computation time. Figure 3.27 shows the loss probability of priority 
and non-priority cells with different average fanouts. The loss performances of both 
priority and non-priority cells are little affected by different fanouts. However, the 
loss performance of priority cells with different buffer sizes is changed significantly 
as shown in Figure 3.28.
In the output-reservation Scheme-II, the delay performance of priority cells is 
improved comparing with that of no priority handling case as shown in Figure 3.29 
whereas the delay performance of non-priority cells is degraded under heavy loads. 
Figure 3.30 and 3.31 show the delay of priority and non-priority cells, respectively, 
with the results of both analytical analysis and simulation. They show that the
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Figure 3.17: Priority cell delay with N  =  16, K  =  8, B  =  8, E (F ) =  3 in Scheme-I
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Figure 3.21: Delay jitter with N  =  16, K  — 8,E(F)  =  3 ,5  =  8 in Scheme-I 
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Figure 3.23: Delay jitter with N  =  16, K  =  8, E(F) =  3, ratio =  50% in Scheme-I 
(simulation)
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Figure 3.25: Priority cell loss probability with N  =  16, K  =  8, B =  8, E(F) =  3 in 
Scheme-I
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Figure 3.27: Cell loss probability with N  =  16, K  =  8, B  =  8, ratio =  50% in 
Scheme-I (analysis)
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Figure 3.28: Cell loss probability with N  =  16, K  =  8, E (F ) =  3, ratio  =  50% in 
Scheme-I (analysis)
simulation and analytical results are almost matching. The delay performance of 
non-priority cells is improved comparing with the result of Scheme-I whereas that 
of priority cells is barely affected.
The delay jitter of priority and non-priority cells compared with that of the 
no priority handling case (same as 100% priority or non-priority cells) is shown 
in Figure 3.32. The delay jitter of priority cells is improved significantly under 
heavy loads compared with degradation of non-priority cells. The delay jitter of 
non-priority cells is improved comparing with the result of Scheme-I whereas that 
of priority cells is barely affected.
Figure 3.33 shows the analytical results of the cell loss probability of priority 
and non-priority cells and the no priority handling case. It illustrates that the loss 
performance of priority cells is improved remarkably comparing with those of non­
priority cells and the no priority handling case. Figure 3.34 (Figure 3.35) shows the
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Figure 3.29: Cell delay with N  =  16, K  =  8, B  =  8, E(F)  =  3 in Scheme-II (analy­
sis)
analytical and simulation results of the cell loss probability of priority (non-priority) 
cells. It illustrates that the loss performance of priority cells is improved remarkably 
compared with that of non-priority cells. However, the loss performance of priority 
cells is somewhat degraded compared with that of Scheme-I as is expected due to 
the different reservation scheme. We note that the influences of different fanouts 
and buffer sizes for the delay, delay jitter, and loss performance of Scheme-II axe 
similar to that of Scheme-I even though the results are not presented here.
We notice that the analytical results for delay are almost matching the simulation 
results, however, a little deviation of cell losses between analysis and simulation 
exists at low input load due to the insufficient simulation time. Comparing the 
results of two different schemes, the loss performance of Scheme-II is a little worse 
than that of Scheme-I, but the performances of delay and delay jitter of Scheme- 
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Figure 3.31: Non-priority cell delay with N  =  16, K  =  8, B =  8 ,E(F ) =  3 in 
Scheme-II
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Figure 3.33: Cell loss probability with N  =  16, K  =  8, B  =  8, E(F)  =  3 in Scheme- 
II
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Figure 3.35: Non-priority cell loss probability with N  =  16, K  =  8, B  =  8, E(F) =  3 
in Scheme-II
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expected from the different schemes. We also notice that buffer size is an important 
factor to the performance parameters for both schemes; when buffer size increases, 
loss performance is improved but delay and delay jitter performances axe degraded. 
Hence, dimensioning buffer size is important to meet the requirements of the QoS 
of a multicast call.
3 .6  C o n c l u s io n
In this chapter, we have studied priority handling in a modular-structure ATM 
multicast switch and proposed a non-blocking copy network and priority handling 
algorithms. Two different reservation schemes have been considered. Both analytical 
analysis and simulations have been performed to obtain the performance parameters, 
i.e., cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss, with different input ratio, fanouts, and buffer 
sizes under various traffic loads. The results show that the performance of priority 
cells is remarkably improved compared with that of non-priority cells and the no 
priority handling case. However, a little (but tolerable in most applications) sacrifice 
in the performance of non-priority cells is also noticed. These results obtained in this 
chapter can also be utilized for dimensioning of the copy network. The proposed copy 
network also provides expandability because it is designed for a modular structure 
multicast switch. Further, there is no memory size problem to translate logical 
channel numbers and no cell sequence problem exists.
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C h a p t e r  4
A  Fa u l t - T o l e r a n t  N o n - B l o c k in g  C o p y  
N e t w o r k
4 .1  In t r o d u c t io n
A copy network in an ATM multicast switch replicates a source cell into as many as 
its destinations, and requires a non-blocking feature to avoid difficulties in handling 
blocked cells. A non-blocking property implies that a conflicting path does not exist 
in the network unless an output conflict exists. The copy network presented in 
Chapter 3 offers the non-blocking property under the condition such as a modular 
spreading connection assignment (M SCA) of which inputs axe compact and the 
corresponding outputs are monotone increasing in modular fashion. The proposed 
copy network is constructed using a banyan network. The non-blocking property, 
however, fails with the occurrence of a single fault because the banyan network 
possesses a unique path between any (input, output) pair. Here, we consider the 
fault-tolerant behavior of the broadcast banyan network which is a part of the 
proposed copy network. Hereafter, a copy network refers to a broadcast banyan 
network which performs replication of an incoming cell.
Lee [34] proved the non-blocking property of a copy network with a spreading 
connection assignment and also presented a copy mechanism in a banyan network 
for the fault-free condition. Note, a spreading connection assignm ent is a subset of 
M SCA.  The copy networks presented in [33, 34, 36, 38, 44] are also non-blocking 
under a spreading connection assignment. Several approaches for fault-tolerance 
in a MIN are studied in the literature. They include adding am extra stage [48]
94
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or extra links [49], chaining switching elements [50], adding multiple networks [51], 
and so on. Refer to [52] for a discussion and relative comparison among various 
fault-tolerant networks. These networks fail to fulfill the fault-tolerance function 
keeping a non-blocking feature for a spreading connection assignment.
This chapter proposes a fault-tolerant non-blocking copy network (FTCN)  con­
structed by an extra stage and dual-linked banyan network. We describe a copy 
mechanism and a fault-tolerant routing scheme in the FT CN .  The non-blocking 
property of the F T C N  is also shown for both fault-free and faulty conditions. Here, 
we assume that the SEs at the first and last stages axe fault-free. This assump­
tion is acceptable because fault-tolerance at the first and last stages can be easily 
implemented using a by-pass scheme [48]. The bounding technique developed in 
Chapter 5 can be used for computing full access probability, which is a quantita­
tive measure of a fault-tolerant characteristic, of the F T C N  with an assumption of 
fault-free links.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 presents an architecture of 
the proposed F T C N  which is based on an extra-stage, dual-linked, shuffle-exchange 
network. Section 4.3 describes routing schemes for both fault-free and faulty con­
ditions. We prove the non-blocking property of the proposed F T C N  in Section 4.4 
with a modular spreading connection pattern. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the 
chapter.
4 .2  F T C N  A r c h i t e c t u r e
The proposed (N  x N)  fault-tolerant copy network (FTCN)  consists of (n +  1) 
stages, where n =  log2iV. Stages are numbered as n, n — 1 • • •, 0 from left to right. 
Each stage has N/2 SEs. The size of an SE  at stage n is (2 x 4) and that at stage
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Figure 4.1: Structure of an (8 x 8) fault-tolerant copy network (FTCN)
0 is (4 x 2). All other SEs at stage j ,  for 1 < j  <  n, axe of (4 x 4) size. An SE  
is labeled as SE[wn- 2wn - 3  ■ • • wq; j],  where (ton- 2U>n- 3  • • • u>0) indicates an identity 
of an SE  and j  refers to the stage number. Four links on the input or output side 
axe grouped into two link pairs. Each link pair contains one primary link  and one 
auxiliary link. The connections between SEs  at two adjacent stages axe shuffled 
by a link pair. Links at the input (output) side axe called in (out)-links. Links axe 
labeled with (00), (01), (10) and (11), where (*0) is a primary link and (*1) is an 
auxiliary link. Note, * can have 0 or 1 value. Figure 4.1 illustrates the structure of 
an (8 x 8) F T C N .
Figure 4.2 shows the internal crosspoint configurations of SEs. The (4 x 4) SE  
used in this chapter is different from a regular (4 x 4) switching element described 
in the literature due to the following reason: Cells in the auxiliary in-links (01) and 
(11) cannot reach the primary out-links (00) and (10), and neither can cells in the 
primary in-links (00) and (10) reach the auxiliary oui-links (01) and (11). Hence 
the complexity, expressed by the number of cross-points, of our (4x4) SE  is smaller 
than that of a regular (3 x 3) switching element. Note that the complexity of our
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a) 2 x 4  S E  b) 4 x 4  S E  c) 4 x 2  S E
Figure 4.2: Internal cross-points of the SEs  in an F T C N
(4 x 4) SE  is eight, whereas that of a regular (3 x 3) S E  is nine. The packet at 
in-link (0) in the (2 x 4) SE  at stage n is routed to out-links (00) or (11) and the 
packet at in-link (1) to (10) or (01). Thus the complexity of our (2 x 4) SE  is 
four which is the same as that of a regular (2 x 2) SE.  The SE  at stage 0, whose 
complexity is eight, routes a packet from an in-link to any ou<-link. The complexity 
of (N  x N) F T C N , then, is obtained as 2N(l  -f 2n), which is smaller than that 
of the composite banyan network presented in [53] with N  >  16. Note that the 
complexity of the composite banyan network is 4.5Nn.
Definition 4 .2 .1  A connection between SEs at stages ( j  -f 1) and j ,  0 <  j  <  n, 
can be represented by the forward and backward connectivity equations as follows. 
• Forward connectivity equation:
S £[u/n_2U7n-3 • • • u?0;; +  1]
SE[wn-3 • - - zoo0; j ] 
5£'[u7n_ 3 ---lW o l;j]
Backward connectivity equation:
S £ [u )Tl_2U>n-3 • • • W lW , j]
SE[0wn-2 • • • iwijj +  1] 
5F?[lU7„_2 • • • W\\j -1-1]
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These equations can be used, to obtain which SEs  or input/output ports have 
paths to a specific SE.
C orollary 4.2.1 An SE[wn- 2Wn - 3  * * ’Wq; j] is connected to the SEs  at stage ifc, 
such as
S E [ w n- j + k - 2  • • • w 0(*)J-fc; fc] if 0 <  k < j
<
$£[(*)*“•%n_ 2  • • • Wk-j', k] if j  <  k < n,
h
where (*)* represents i binary bits and each bit can be either 0 or 1.
C orollary 4.2.2 The number of SEs at stage k connected to am S E  at stage j  is
2j~k ifO < k < j  
2k~i if j  < k < n .
For example with N  =  32, $£[0010; 4] has paths to four $£[u?iu;o * *;2]s, 
that is $£[1000; 2], $£[1001; 2], $£[1010; 2], and $£[1011; 2]. Similarly, in the 
reverse direction, $£[0110; 1] has paths to eight $£[*  **u;n_2;4]s, i.e., $£[0000; 4], 
$£[0010; 4], $£[0100; 4], $£[0110; 4], $£[1000; 4], $£[1010; 4], $£[1100; 4], and 
$£[1110; 4].
Corollary 4.2.3 The number of input and output ports connected to am $ £ [  
iun_2 • • • u?o;i], where 1 <  j  <  n — 1, are 2n-J+1 and 2J+1, and the addresses of input 
and output ports axe ((*)n_Jiwn - 2  • • * wn-j*) and (twn_2_j • • * w0(*)J+1), respectively.
An $£[0101; 2] has paths from 16 inputs of (***0*) and to 8 outputs of (01***) 
with N  =  32.
D efin ition  4.2.2 Let us define a modular spreading connection assignment, which 
is called ais M S C A , as follows:





F T C N — 0 F T C N
A
Figure 4.3: Examples of MSCAs  in aa (8 x 8) FTCN.
i) The active input ports of a copy network are compact in modulo IV; that is, for 
any input x*, where 0 <  x* <  N  — 1, if inputs x* and X(*+2)modjv are active, then 
the input X(k+i)modN’ is active.
ii) The corresponding sets of outputs should form a monotone increasing sequence; 
that is, Yk <  Y(k+i)modN <  ••• < where m  is the number of active
input ports.
Figure 4.3 shows the examples of MSCA.  A point-to-point connection is a special 
case of M S C A  with one input and one output port. A spreading connection as­
signment is a subset of an MSCA.  The difference is that an M SC A  has compact 
inputs in modular, whereas a spreading connection assignment has compact inputs 
but not in modular fashion.
4 .3  R o u t in g  M e t h o d
4.3.1 F a u l t - f r e e  r o u t i n g
Definition 4 .3 .1  The routing at stage n is performed by connecting in-link (0) to 
ouf-link (00) and in-link (1) to oui-link (10) in a fault-free condition.
Corollary 4 .3 .1  According to Definitions 4.2.1 and 4.3.1, the possible input ports 
directed toward primary in-links (00) and (10) of 5F[ion_2 • • • to0;i], where 1 <  j  <  
n  — 1, are ((*)n-J-10u;n_2 • • - w n- j - i )  and ((*)n-J-1lu;n_2 • • -u;„_j_i), respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of copy and alternative routing scheme in a (16 x 16) F T C N
The minimum distance between the two input ports such that one input port is 
directed to (00) in-link and the other to (10) in-link of the SE  is 2J.
Corollary 4.3.2 The output ports to be reached from out-links (00) and (10) of 
SE[ion _ 2  • • • wQ;j], where 1 < j  < n — 1, are (u>n-j - 2  * • • u>o0(*)J) and (to„_J_2 • • • U70l  
(*)J), respectively. The number of output ports from each ouf-link is 2J.
To help illustrate the concepts, consider a (16 x 16) F T C N  shown in Figure 4.4, 
the input ports directed toward in-links (00) and (10) of S£[010;2] are (*0u72u>i), 
i.e., (0001 and 1001), and (*lu;2ttJi), i-e., (0101 and 1101), respectively. The mini­
mum distance between two input ports directed to in-links (00) and (10) is 4. The 
output ports to be reached from ouf-links (00) and (10) of S-EfOlO; 2] are (too0(*)2), 
i.e., (0000, 0001, 0010, and 0011), and (u70l(*)2), i.e., (0100, 0101, 0110, and 0111), 
respectively.
Lem m a 4.3.1 Suppose that a packet is directed to the outputs between Dmin =  
(mn_! mn_2 ■ • • m0) and Dmax =  (Afn_iMn _ 2  • • • M0). The routing tag of the in­
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coming packet to an S E  contains the information of (mn_1mn _ 2  • • • mo : Mn-x 
Mn- 2 ---Mo). Then, the 5’£[iun_2• • • wojj]? 0 < j  <  n, routes the packet as fol­
lows:
i) If my =  0 and M j  =  0, then the S E  routes the packet without changing the 
routing tag from in-link (x’i0) to out-Iink (oiOo) =  (00).
ii) If my =  0 and M j  =  1, then the packet is split in two and the S E  routes each 
packet with the modified routing tag as follow.








o (mn_i • • • m0 : Mn- 1 • • • Afy+101 • • • 1) 
(m n_x • • • m J+i l 0  • • • 0 : Mn_ i  • • • Af0)
iii) If my =  1 and M j  =  1, then the S E  routes the packet without changing the 
routing tag from in-link (iiio) to out-link (oiOo) =  (10). Note that there is no case 
of mt- =  1 and Mi =  0.
Lem m a 4.3.2 An S E  at stage 0 routes a packet in in-link (iiio) as follows:
i) If my =  0 and M j  =  0, then the SE  routes the packet from in-link (iiO) to out- 
link (0).
ii) If my =  0 and M j  =  1, then the packet is split in two and the S E  routes each 
packet to oui-links (0) and (1).
iii) If my =  1 and M j  =  1, then the S E  routes the packet from in-link (x\0) to 
otrt-link (1).
Figure 4.4 illustrates how the copy and routing operations are performed. Suppose 
the incoming packet at input port (0101) has a routing tag of (0010 : 0110). Ac­
cording to Definition 4.3.1, the S E  at stage n routes the packet to oui-link (10) in a
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normal operation. According to Lemma 4.3.1, Si?[101;3] routes the packet arriving 
at m-link (00) to oui-link (00) without changing the routing tag, (0010 : 0110), 
since m3 =  M3 =  0. Using the values of m2 =  0 and Af2 =  1 , Sf?[010; 2] splits the 
packet at in-link (10) and routes them to oui-links (00) and (10) with the modified 
routing tag. The modified routing tags of the packet routed to oui-link (00) and
(10) are (0010 : 0011) and (0100 : 0110), respectively. SF[100; 1] routes the packet 
arriving at in-link (00) to oui-link (10) without changing the routing tag, (0010 : 
0011). Using Lemma 4.3.2, 5F[001;0] routes the packet at in-link(lO) to oui-links 
(0) and (1) since m0 =  0 and Mq =  1.
4.3.2 F a u l t - t o l e r a n t  r o u t i n g
Let links connecting SEs  be always reliable. We assume that the network identifies 
faulty SEs  using a fault diagnosis and detection mechanism, which we do not discuss 
in this chapter. An SE  at stage n decides whether it routes an incoming packet to 
a primary link or an auxiliary link using information of faulty SEs and the routing 
tag of an incoming packet. The routing tag is not changed whether the packet is 
rerouted to an auxiliary link or not. The decision is made using the concept given 
below in Theorem 4.3.1. Let us denote the destination address of an incoming packet 
as (dn_x • • • d0), where
* if Mi © mt- =  1, where ® represents exclusive OR. 
1 if M{ =m,' =  1 
0 if =  mi — 0.
Theorem  4.3.1 When an SE[wn- 2 Wn - 3  • • ’ wo’, j ] ,  for 1 < j  < n — 1, is faulty 
and the incoming packet at 5F[u;'l_2u,n-3 ' ’ ‘ wo> nl ls directed toward output ports
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(dn-idn- 2 • • • do), then S E[w'n_2w'n_3 • • • w'0; n] reroutes the packet as follows:
in-link oui-link Condition
( 0 )— . (11) 
( 1 )—  (01)
Wn- 2Wn-3  • • • u?0 =  (*)J-10dn_1 • • • dy+1
u>n-2U>n—3 =  (*)J -lld„_1 • • • dj+1
where w'n_2w'n_2 ■■■w'Q =  (*)n~j wn^2wn- 3 • • * u>«-y- 
Proof:
i) By applying the forward connectivity equation j  times in sequence, we obtain 
all SEs  [u7n_2_y • • • wq(*Y] 0] and output ports (iwn_2_y • • • ioo(*)J+1) which have the 
paths from 5i?[ton- 2 « > „_ 3  • • • iw0;;].
ii) All the SEs  at stage n connected to SE[wn- 2wn-z  • • • u;0;y] can be obtained by 
using the backward connectivity equation. By applying Definition 2.1 (n — j ) times 
in sequence, we obtain all SEs  [ ( * ) n - J u ;n _ 2 UJn _ 3  • • • u;n_y; n].
iii) According to the Corollary 4.3.1, an ■S'2?[ton_2U/n_i • • • too; j] has paths from the 
input ports((*)rt-Jton _ 2  • • • ton_yO) and ((*)n~Jio7l_2 • • • ton_yl) if wn- j - i  =  0 and 1, 
respectively.
From the results of i) and ii), if the incoming packet at an input port of 
SE[w'n_2w'n_ 3 n] (same as S E[(*)n~j wn- 2wn-z  • • • wn- y; n]) is directed to out­
put ports (dn-idn - 2 • • • dy+i(*)J’+1), which is equal to (u>n_2_y • • • ujo(*)j+1), then the 
packet passes through the faulty SE[wn- 2wn - 3  ■ • ■ i£;0;y]. To escape the route to 
the faulty SE,  using result iii), the packet should be rerouted from in-link (0) to 
oui-link (11) or from in-link (1) to oui-link (01) according to ton-y-i =  0 or 1, 
respectively. I
To illustrate Theorem 4.3.1, consider Figure 4.4. If 5FJ[010;2] is faulty and the 
incoming packet at the in-link (1) of S.E[010;4] is ditected to the output ports
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(a) (*>) (c)
Figure 4.5: Possible connection, patterns of the (2 x 4 ) SE
(0010 : 0110), then 5i?[101;4] routes the packet from in-link(l) to oui-link(Ol) be­
cause W2 W1WQ =  010 =  *1 3̂ . Note that =  0 * 10 and =  u?i =  1 .
If Si?[101;3] is faulty with the same routing tag, then Si5[010;4] also routes the 
packet from in-link(l) to ou<-link(01) because w2WiWq =  101 =  * * 1. If 5J5[100; 1] 
or Si?[101;l] is faulty with the same routing tag, then 5£[010; 4] also routes the 
packet from in-link(l) to oui-link(Ol) because w2W\Wq =  100 or 101 =  Id^d .̂ The 
possible connection patterns of a (2 x 4) SE  at stage n are illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5 (a) shows a connection pattern for the fault-free condition. The connec­
tion pattern in Figure 4.5(b) ((c)) appears when there is at least one faulty SE  
through which the packet from oui-link (0 0 ) ((10)) of the SE  at stage n passes.
Corollary 4.3.3 According to Definition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.1, input ports 
directed to auxiliary in-links (0 1 ) and (1 1 ) of SE[wn-.2 * * * too; j] are ( ( * ) n - J - l 0  
wn - 2  • • ■ w„_y_i) and ((*)n~J-1 lu>n - 2  • • -tOn-y-i), respectively, where u;,- represents 
1 (0) if W{ =  0 (1). The minimum distance between two input ports directed to 
in-links (01) and (11), respectively, is 2J . The output ports being reached from oui- 
links (01) and (11) are (wn-j-2  • • • U70 0 ( * ) J ) and (ion_j_ 2 • • • u;ol(*)J), respectively. 
The number of output ports from each oui-link is 2J .
The input ports directed to the auxiliary in-links (01) and (1 1 ) of S'£[010;2] in 
Figure 4.4 are (*0 zt72u7i) i.e., (0000 and 1000), and ( * 1 u72U7i ) ,  i.e., (0100 and 1100), 
respectively. The minimum distance between two active input ports directed to






Figure 4.6: Possible connection patterns of the (4 x 4) S E
in-links (01) and (11) is 4. The output ports to be reached from, out-links (01) and
(11) are the same as Corollary 4.3.2.
Lem m a 4.3.3 In the faulty condition of a network, SE[u7„_2 • • • U70;j], for 0 < j  < 
n, routes a packet as follows:
i) If my =  0 and Mj =  0, the SE  routes the packet without changing the routing 
tag from in-link (iiio) to out-link (oiOo) =  (0io).
ii) If my =  0 and My =  1, the packet is split in two and the SE  routes each packet 
with the modified routing tag as follows:
(iiio) (oio0) Modified routing tag
(*0) —  (0 0) 
(* °) —  ( 1 0 )  
(*1) —  (0 1) 
(*1) —  ( 1 1 )
(m n_ i • • • m0 : Mn_x • • • My+i01 • • • 1) 
(m „_i • • • my+i l0  • • • 0 : M n_ x • • • M0) 
(m „_i • • • m 0 : Mn_x • • • My+X01 • • • 1) 
(mn_i • • - m J+i l 0  • • • 0 : M „_i • • • M0)
iii) If my =  1 and My =  1, the SE  routes the packet without changing the routing 
tag from in-link (iiio) to oui-link (oiOo) =  (lio)-
The possible connection patterns that satisfy the condition of M S C A  axe given 
in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6(f) shows that the packets at in-links (00), (10), and (11)






Figure 4.7: Possible connection patterns of the (4 x 2) SE
of SE[wn - 2 * • • u>o;i] bave routing information (my =  Mj =  1), (my =  Mj =  0), and 
(my =  0 and My =  1), respectively.
Lem m a 4.3.4 In a faulty network, an SE  at stage 0 routes a packet as follows: 
z) If mo =  0 and Mo =  0, then the SE  routes the packet from z’n-link ( z' iz 'o )  to 
ou£-link (0).
ii) .If m0 =  0 and Mo =  1, then the packet is split in two and the SE  routes each 
packet to ouf-links (0) and (1).
iii) If mo =  1 and Mo =  1, then the SE  routes the packet from zn-link (z’iz’o) to 
oui-link (1).
Figure 4.7 shows the possible connection patterns satisfying the M SC A  condi­
tion. The incoming packet shown in Figure 4.7 (a) has routing information mo =  0 
and Mo =  1. Figure 4.7 (e) shows that the packets at zn-links (00) and (01) have 
m0 =  Mo =  0 and m0 =  Mo =  1, respectively.
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4 .4  N o n - b l o c k in g  P r o p e r t y
4 .4 .1  U n d e r  a  f a u l t - f r e e  c o n d it io n
Lemma 4.4.1 The F T C N  guarantees a non-blocking property under a fault-free 
condition provided that the input and output conditions satisfy those of a modular 
spreading connection assignment (MSCA).
Proof. The proof is done by showing that there is no blocking condition at any 
SE at stage j , for 0 <  j  <  n, with an MSCA.  The possible blocking situations 
in an SE  are shown in Figure 4.8. Let W  = U7n_2 • • • wq to simplify the notation. 
Assume that an SE[W;j] ,  for 1 <  j  <  n -  1, has one of the blocking situations 
in Figure 4.8. According to Corollary 4.3.1, the minimum number of active input 
ports directed to SE[W;j] ,  including two input ports such that one port is directed 
to m-link (00) and the other to in-link (10), is (2J +  1). Using Corollary 4.3.2, 
the maxim um  number of output ports to be reached from out-link (00) or (10) is 
2J . This implies that the number of input ports is more than that of output ports, 
which contradicts the definition of MSCA.  Hence, there is no blocking situations 
such that two incoming packets at in-links (00) and (10) are directed to the same 
oui-link (00) or (10) shown in Figure 4.8 (a) - (d). Note that an S E  at stage n cannot 
have a blocking condition according to Definition 4.3.1. For an SE  at stage 0, the 
minimum number of active input ports that are directed to SE[Wj  0], including two 
input ports, is 2, and the maximum number of output ports to be reached from the 
ouf-link (0) or (1) is 1. This implies that there is no blocking at 5'2?[W;0]. I
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Figure 4.8: Possible blocking situations at fault-free condition in an SE.
4 . 4 . 2  U n d e r  a  f a u l t y  c o n d i t i o n
Definition 4.4.1 Two SEs,  S£[uj„ _ 2  • • • too; j] and SE[w'n_2 • • • icq; ji], for 1 <  j  <  
n — 1, are said to be a conjugate pair (CP)  at stage j  if iwn_2 • • • ton- j - i  • • • too =
w n-2  • • • w'o-
S£[000;3]-S£[001;3], S£[001;2]-S£[011;2], and S£[010; 1]-S£[110; 1] in Fig­
ure 4.10 are the examples of conjugate pairs. By observing the network, we recog­
nize that the faults of two SEs  forming a conjugate pair cause the network to fail, 
which means at least one path between an input and an output port is disrupted by 
the faults.
D efinition 4.4.2 A route tree (backward route tree) for SE[W]j],  where 1 <  j  <  n 
(1 <  j  <  n — 1), denoted as RT(W ]j)  (B B T (W \ j )), is a rooted tree (a backward 
rooted tree) and is obtained as follows:
z) Start from a root, SE\W\j],  and trace its two children (parents) which are then 
said to be marked according to the forward (backward) connectivity equation in 
Definition 4.2.1.
ii) Trace and mark all children (parents) of the SEs marked at stage i +  1 (z' — 1),
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in- link SE[W;j] out- link in- link SE(W:j] our-link
Cc) «0
Figure 4.9: Possible blocking situations at faulty condition in an SE.  
for 0 <  i <  j  (j  <  i <  re).
iii) Stop when all children (parents) SEs  at stage 1 (n — 1) are marked.
The route tree of SP[1; 2] in Figure 4.10, RT(  1; 2), is formed with a set of SEs  such 
as {SP[1;2],SE[2; 1],S'£[3; 1]}. BRT{  1;2) is a set of SEs of {S£[1;2],S£[0;3], 
SE{4; 3]}.
Definition 4.4.3 In an (N  x N) F T C N , we have the following two types of cuts:
i) A type 1 cut includes {CP)  of SEs  at stage j ,  for 1 < j  < n — 1.
ii) A type 2 cut is obtained from a faulty SE[W\j]  and either each member of 
(2J — 2) SEs  in RT{W';j)  or each member of (2n-J — 2) SEs in BKF(W'\ j ) ,  where 
W  and W  form a CP at stage j .
The cardinality of type 1 or type 2 cuts is two. The cut is minimal  if a set with 
fewer number of SEs does not disrupt an input-output connection. The term cut, 
used in this chapter, indicates a minimal cut unless mentioned otherwise.
Lem m a 4.4.2 Any single SE  fault at stage j ,  for 1 < j  <  n — 1, still admits a 
non-blocking feature.
Proof: When an SE  fault occurs, there exist the possible blocking situations in 
Figure 4.8 and the additional blocking situations in Figure 4.9. For the situations
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Figure 4.10: Maximum faulty SEs holding a non-blocking feature in a (16 x 16) 
F T C N
in Figure 4.8, Section 4.4.1 proved that there was no blocking. The previous proof 
can be applied here. Let’s prove a no blocking situation in Figure 4.9. Assume that 
an SE[W-,j], for 1 <  j  <  n — 1, has one of the blocking situations. According to 
Corollary 4.3.1, the minimum number of active input ports directed to in-links (01) 
and (11) of S E [ W ] j ] is 2J'+1. Using Corollary 4.3.2, the maximum number of output 
ports connected from the oui-link (01) or (11) of SE[W]j]  is 2J. This implies that 
the number of input ports is greater than that of output ports, which contradicts 
the definition of M S C  A. Hence, we conclude that a no blocking situation exists in 
Figure 4.9. Note that an SE  at stage n cannot have a blocking condition according 
to Theorem 4.3.1. According to Corollaries 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the minimum number 
of active input ports destining for SE[W;  0] including two input ports is 2 and the 
maximum number of output ports to be reached from the oui-link (0) or (1) is 1. 
This implies that there is no blocking at SE[W]  0]. I
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L em m a 4 .4 .3  Multiple S E  faults disrupt a non-blocking feature with an MSCA  
if any two faulty SEs  form a type 1 or type 2 cut.
Proof: Suppose SE[W;j],  for 1 <  j  <  n —1, is faulty. According to Theorem 4.3.1, if 
W  =  (*)J-10dn_i • • • dj'+i, then a packet arriving at zn-link (0) of Si?[(*)n-Jii7n_2 • • • 
wn—j ; n] is rerouted to oui-link (11), and if W  =  (*)J-1li„ _ i • • • dJ+1, then a packet 
arriving at in-link (1) of 5-£[(*)n_Jujn_2 • • • wn-j]  n] is rerouted to out-link (01). 
By Definition 4.2.1, the packets destined for SE\W \j]  previously are rerouted to 
an SE[W']j] =  SE[u7n_i • • • ion- j - i  • • • w0; j], which is the C P  of SE[W;j] .  Thus, 
the faults of both SE\W \j \  and SE[W'-,j], which form a type 1 cut, disrupt a 
connection of an input-output pair. Let x €  X  =  R T (W ,] j ) — {SE[W'-,j]} and 
y  6  Y  =  BRT(W'] j)  — {SE\W'-,j\}. Then, x (y) and SE[W;j]  compose a type 2 
cut. All the rerouted packets directed to the outputs of ((*)Jdn_x • • • dJ+1) pass 
through X , SE\W'\j],  and Y . Thus, the SE[W;j]  fault and either x €  X  or y € Y  
fault disrupt a connection of an input-output pair. I
Theorem  4.4.1 The fault-tolerance of F T C N  with an M S C A  can be expressed 
as follows:
i) Any single SE  fault will not disrupt a non-blocking feature in FTCN.
ii) The maximum number of faulty SEs at a stage, which do not disrupt a non- 
blocking feature, is N / 4.
in)  The maximum number of SEs  in a network which do not disrupt full accessibility 
is (n — 2)jV/4.
Proof:
i) It follows Lem m a 4.4.2.
ii) The cardinality of a type 1 cut is two. Hence, the maximum faulty SEs  at a
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stage that do not disrupt a connection of an input-output pair follows the Theorem. 
Hi) Mark all SEs  at stage n — 1 that do not compose a type 1 cut, and mark all 
the SEs  that form the route trees of the SEs. Then, all marked SEs  do not form a 
type 2 cut either. According to Lemma 4.4.3, then, the faults of the all marked SEs  
still guarantee the non-blocking property. The maximum number of faulty SEs  is 
obtained by N / 4 SEs each stage and (n — 2) stages exist. I
Figure 4.10 illustrates the maximum number of possible faulty SEs which still guar­
antees the non-blocking feature in a (16 x 16) size FTCN.
4 .5  F u l l  A c c e s s  P r o b a b il it y
Full access probability (which is a quantitative measure of fault-tolerence) of the 
F T C N  can be obtained using the results described in Section 5.3. We assume 
that links to connect switching elements are always reliable. This assumption is 
acceptable because the links are passive lines whereas an SE  is composed of active 
components. Thus, only failures of SEs  are considered to compute the full access 
probability (FAP). With the assumption of reliable links, the FAP of the F T C N  
is exactly the same as that of an extra-stage shuffle exchange network (ESEN).  
The bounding technique for an E S E N  (see Section 5.3.2) can be applied for the 
FTCN .  Results with different network sizes are presented in Figures 5.9 - 5.11. 
These results are indicated by R\ which is the FAP of a network excluding the first 
and the last stages. The FAP of the F T C N  (Rftcn) can, then, be obtained by
Rftcn =  rN/2RirN/2.
Here r represents the working probability of an SE.











06*--------1-------- 1------- 1--------1------- 1--------1------- 1--------1------
0.999 0.9991 0.9992 0.9993 0.9994 0.9995 0.9996 0.9997 0.9998 0.!
r (Reliability of each SE)
Figure 4.11: Reliability bounds of F T C N  and CN, R
The FAP of the copy network without considering fault-tolerance can be com­
puted as
R c f f = r * \
Figure 4.11 illustrates the full access probabilities of the FT CN  and the copy 
network without fault-tolerance. Note that the FAP for F T C N  represents the lower 
bound.
4 .6  C o n c l u s io n
We proposed a fault-tolerant copy network (FTCN)  having a comparatively low 
complexity, simple routing scheme, and the non-blocking property. The architecture 
of the F T C N  is based on an extra-stage and dual-linked shuffle exchange network. 
The complexity of the (4 x 4) switching element (SE)  in the network is less than 
that of a regular (3 x 3) S E  in other fault-tolerant MINs. The simple fault-tolerant
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routing scheme is presented, and the non-blocking property with M S C A  is proved. 
The study also shows that the F T C N  tolerates at least one S E  and at most (n —
2)iV/4 SE  faults. The full access probability of the F T C N  is computed using the 
bounding technique proposed in Section 5.3 and compared with the copy network 
without a fault-tolerant feature.
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C h a p t e r  5
F ull A c c e ss  P r o b a b il it y  o f  
Fa u l t - T o l e r a n t  MINs
5 .1  In t r o d u c t io n
A multistage interconnection network (MIN) provides a communication medium 
between a processor to another processor or a processor to a shared memory module 
in a multiprocessing system and it is also commonly used for an ATM switch fabric. 
A large class of topologically equivalent MINs such as omega, indirect binary n- 
cube, baseline, reverse baseline, flip, etc., are described in the literature [54]. These 
networks possess the unique path property since they provide a single path from 
each input to each output. Consequently, the failure of a single switch disrupts the 
full  access feature in the sense that every input will not be able to com m u n icate  with 
every output. References [71, 72, 73] use term dynamic fu ll  access as the ability 
to route from any input to any output in a finite number of passes through the 
network. For the dynamic full access, Kumar and Wang [71] use space redundancy 
to provide redundant paths between input-output pairs and time redundancy to 
reach the desired destination using multiple passes. In this dissertation, we use term 
full  access as the capability to access from any input to any output using redundant 
paths in a single pass because the time redundancy can hardly be applicable to an 
ATM network due to delay problem.
Other categories of MINs provide redundant paths (that help the MIN to tol­
erate faults) [55]. This chapter considers an extra-stage shuffle-exchange network 
(ESEN)  and two different types of wrap-around inverse banyan networks (W I B N s )
115
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as typical examples of fault-tolerant MINs and analyzes their full access probabili­
ties. We note that a shuffle-exchange network or an inverse banyan network is just 
one network in a laxge class of topologically equivalent MINs [54] and, hence, the 
proposed technique can be applied to a vast class of banyan networks.
Recently, significant research has been reported in the literature on connectiv­
ity issues applicable to MINs. Connectivity-based reliability deals mainly with the 
issue of ensuring some routes in the network, while performance considers not only 
the operability of a route but also assures that it is unblocked or idle [56]. The 
focus of the connectivity-based reliability analysis in MINs has mostly been on ter­
minal reliability, a measure often used for packet switching applications [57]. Other 
reliability indices, considered in the literature, include broadcast and AT-terminal 
measures [58], [59]. Varma and Raghavendra [60] have obtained efficient algorithms 
for terminal reliability and broadcast reliability evaluation of the generalized INDRA 
network, merged delta network, and augmented C-network. Cheng and Ibe [61] com­
pute these measures for an ESEN.  Reference [55] includes failure dependency and 
A-terminal reliability. The network reliability is the same as the full access proba­
bility and is important as it addresses the problem of ensuring a route between each 
source and every destination. The general problem of the network reliability analysis 
is known to be NP-haxd [62]. Because of this, authors have either used simulations 
to investigate small networks [63] or have resorted to bounding techniques [62, 64]. 
A series-parallel (parallel-series) approximation is presented to compute the upper 
(lower) bound in [65]. The technique in [64] examines the necessary condition of 
full accessibility for computing an upper bound. It also generates a lower bound by 
considering a minimum set of switches that need to be operational to guarantee the 
full access property. In this chapter, we provide a cut-based approach to compute
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bounds on FAP in MINs. We define a cut as a minimal set of ‘failed switching 
elements’ that disrupts the full access property of the MIN. We have, then, used 
cuts to generate expressions for obtaining lower and upper bounds.
The layout of the chapter is as follows. The related existing works axe discussed 
in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes a bounding technique for ESEN.  The bounding 
expressions for two different wrap-around inverse banyan networks axe presented in 
Section 5.4. Section 5.5 provides the results and compares them with those obtained 
from existing techniques. We notice that our proposed bounds axe tighter and the 
lower bound is always conservative. (The lower bound is important as it suggests 
that a network is at least this much reliable.) Finally, we conclude the chapter in 
Section 5.6.
5 .2  E x is t in g  W o r k
We, first, discuss the existing work to help compare our approach. We use the 
notations R\, r, N, and n for full access probability excluding the first and last 
stages, working probability of a switching element {SE), the number of ports, and 
the number of stages in a network, respectively. Reference [62] provides the upper 
and lower bounds on the full access probability for am E S E N  using the concept of 
series-parallel and parallel-series approximations, respectively. The expression for 
R\ with an assumption of fault-free links is given as
2 r (n -l)iV /4  _  r (n -l)W /2  <  ^  <  [1 — (1  — r ) 2](n ~ 1W 4>
Menezes et al. [64] give the expression for R\  in an E S E N  as
2 N’
Ri =  £  et-rw '-‘( l  - r ) ‘,
i=0
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(a) Upper bound reliability block diagram for a vertical feedback WIBN
4  copies2 copies
N /4 copies
stage 1 stage 2 stage (n-2)
(b) Lower bound reliability block diagram for a  vertival feedback WIBN
Figure 5.1: Reliability block diagrams for upper/lower bounds of a W I B N
where N'  =  (iV/4)(n — 1) represents the number of SEs  in a subnet whose size 
is (IV/2 x N/2) and e,- is the number of ways in which i switches in the subnet 
may fail without affecting full access. The lower and upper bounds of an E S E N  
is, then, determined by maximal and m inim al cover values which represent the 
number of SEs affected by failed SEs. These affected SEs can no longer contribute 
accessability.
Extending the series-parallel (parallel-series) approximation for upper (lower) 
bound proposed in [62, 65], we obtain the reliability block diagram for a vertical- 





II[1 -  (1 < ft < n[l -  (1
i=i
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For a horizontal feedback W I B N , reference [64] examines necessary and suffi­
cient conditions for full access and gives the bounding expressions as:
< R X< n ^ [ l - ( l - r ) 2,r / 2‘ ; n even
rN - 3 ^ m  < R l <  [i _  (i _  r J v ^ v ^ n S ^ l  -  (1 -  r)2T / 2,; nod d .
5 .3  E x t r a -S t a g e  S h u f f l e -E x c h a n g e  N e t w o r k
5 .3 .1  A  M o d i f i e d  E S E N
An E SE N ,  shown in Figure 5.2(a), accommodates fault tolerance by providing 
two disjoint paths (except for the SEs in the first and last stages) between each 
source and destination pair. An (N  x N)  size E S E N  has (log2lV +  1) stages, 
each stage consisting of N/2 SEs. The stages are numbered as 0,1, • • •, n, where 
n =  log2iV. The network complexity, defined as the total number of switching 
elements, is (n +  l)N/2.  An E SE N  is a self-routing network that routes a packet 
using the information about the destination address denoted by (do, dl5- • • , dn_i). 
Then, a primary path is determined by (0, do, dx, • • •, dn_x), i.e., an SE  at stage 
0 routes a packet to the upper link and an SE  at stage i, for 1 < i <  n, routes 
the packet to the upper (lower) link if the corresponding bit, d,-_x, is 0 (1). If the 
primary path is blocked, the packet is routed via the alternative route determined 
by (l,do,di, • • • ,d,i_i). Figure 5.2(a) illustrates a route between (010, 110) node 
pair. Here, source (s ) is 010 while destination (d) is 110.
To compute the full access probability, we assume all SEs are operational at 
stages 0 and n. With this assumption, we obtain a modified E S E N  by collapsing 
inputs, SEs  at stages 0 and n, and outputs such that the switches at stages 1 and 
(n — 1) portray the same connectivity as the original network. We use upper case I
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stage 0 stage 1 stage 2 s ta g e  3
(a) An ESEN and two paths between pair (010,110) 









(b) A modified ESEN and two paths between It andOt 
Figure 5.2: An (8 x 8) E S E N  and the modified ESEN.
and 0  to represent inputs and outputs in the modified network. Also, we label an 
SE x in stage i as x =  (i — l)N/2  +  j , where 1 < i <  n — 1 and 0 <  j  <  N/2 — 1. 
Figure 5.2 (b) illustrates a modified (8 x 8) ESEN.  Note that the modified network 
captures only those SEs  that axe in two disjoint paths for an (s, d) node pair.
Definition 5.3.1 An SE  x in stage i is connected with an SE y in stage (i +  1), 
1 < i <  n — 2, according to the following connectivity equations:
(i) V =  -
(ii) y =  <
; 0 < x <  Nf  4
2x +  N/2  
2x +  1 +  N/2
2x — (i — V)N/2 ; ; = 1, • • •, (n — 2) and
2x +  1 -  (* - 1)N/2 (2* -  l)iV/4 <  x <  (2* +  l)N /4
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{ 2x - ( n -  Z)N/2 ; (2n — 5)lV/4 <  x <  (n — 2)N/2 .
2® + 1  -  (n -  Z)N/2
5 . 3 . 2  B o u n d i n g  T e c h n i q u e
Let links connecting SEs  be reliable while an SE can fail independently with prob­
ability q. Let r be the working probability of an SE.  Note, r =  1 — q. In case 
the failure rate is given, consider an appropriate mission time at which the failure 
probability q will be evaluated. A MIN is said to be working as long as it fulfills 
the full access property. We use R  to denote its full access probability. With the 
assumption that SEs  in the first and the last stages axe operational, an expression 
for full access probability is given as:
R  =  rN'2 ■ • r ^ 2 . (5.1)
Here, the first r1*!2 (last r ^ 2) term represents the contributions of stage 0 (n), 
while R i  is the contribution of the remaining stages. This chapter attempts to 
compute R \  using a minimal cut concept. A set of SEs  whose failures will disconnect 
communication between an input-output pair, (/,-, O k ) ,  for 0 <  j ,  k <  Nf  4, is defined 
as a cut. The cut is minimal if a set with fewer number of SEs  does not disrupt 
the (Jy, O k )  connection. The term cut, used in this chapter, indicates a minimal cut 
unless mentioned otherwise.
Two SJSs, namely x and y, are said to be path-adjacent {PA)  if the bit-wise 
X O R  operation between binary forms of x and y satisfies (2 ) 2  © (y ) 2 =  (2 )2 5 where 
(c)2 of stage i is the binary representation of 2’-1. Since a © a =  0, one can find 
y  (2 ) for a given 2  (y).
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In an ( N  x N) E S E N , we have the following two types of cuts:
(a) type 1 includes path-adjacent SEs  at stage i, for 1 <  : <  n — 1.
(b) type 2 is obtained from an SE x and each member of (2’l~‘ — 2) SEs  in a root 
tree of y, where x and y  form PAs  at stage i, for 1 <  i <  n — 2.
The cardinality of a type 1 or type 2 cut in an (iV x N) E S E N  will always be 
two since the E S E N  provides two disjoint paths. Algorithm 5.3.1 describes how to 
enumerate cutsets.
A lgorithm  5.3.1 Cutset enumeration
Input Link equations for SEs in different stages.
Output Cutset list.
Procedure'.
Step 1. Let SEs x and y be P A  in stage i. For all (x,y)  pairs, 
do as follows.
Step 2. Type 1 cut is x • y, where • denotes concatenation and 
! < * < ( « -  1).
Step 3. For 1 < i <  (n — 1), a type 2 cut is obtained from 
x - z , z e  {BT(y)  — {y}};  
y • z, z € {BT(x)  -  {x }} .
Lem m a 5.3.1 An (N  x N) E S E N  contains (n — l)iV/4 type 1 and (N  — 2n)N/2 
type 2 cuts.
Proof. It is obvious from the definition of type 1 and type 2 cuts. I
Remark. The total number of cuts, denoted as NC,  in an (N  x IV) E S E N  is given 
as
NC  =  (n — l)JV/4 +  (N  -  2n)N/2.
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8 x 8 8 3 4 8 12
16 x 16 16 4 12 64 76
32 x 32 32 5 32 352 384
64 x 64 64 6 80 1,664 1,744
128 x 128 128 7 192 7,296 7,488
256 x 256 256 8 448 30,720 31,168
512 x 512 512 9 1024 126,464 127,488
1024 x 1024 1024 10 2304 514,048 516,352
Table 5.1: Number of cuts in am (iV x N) ESEN.
type 1 cuts type 2 cuts
0,1 12,14 0,10 4,10 1,8 5,8 2,14 6,14 3,12 7,12 8,20 10,16
2,3 13,15 0,11 4,11 1,9 5,9 2,15 6,15 3,13 7,13 8,21 10,17
4,5 16,20 0,20 4,20 1,16 5,16 2,20 6,20 3,16 7,16 12,20 14,16
6,7 17,21 0,21 4.21 1.17 5,17 2,21 6,21 3,17 7,17 12,21 14,17
8,10 18,22 0,22 4,22 1,18 5,18 2,22 6,22 3,18 7,18 9,22 11,18
9,11 19,23 0,23 4,23 1,19 5,19 2,23 6,23 3,19 7,19 9,23 11,19
13,22 15,18
13,23 15,19
Table 5.2: Minimal cuts of type 1 and type 2 for a (16 x 16) size E S E N
Table 5.1 provides the number of type 1 cuts, type 2 cuts, and N C s for different 
sizes of ESENs.  Note that as the size of the network increases, type 2 becomes a 
major contributing factor into NCs. Table 5.2 shows minimal cuts of type 1 and 
type 2 for a (16 x 16) size ESEN.
The following steps axe used to compute an exact value for R\  in (1):
Step 1. Enumerate all type 1 and type 2 cuts.
Step 2. Apply CAREL [66] to get an equivalent disjoint product expression and 
then calculate f?i. Other Boolean approaches can also be used for this step [67],
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ESEN size Number of 
disjoint terms
Ri for different values of r
0.9 0.99 0.999 0.9999
8 x 8 14 0.90299 0.998824 0.999988 1.0
16 x 16 521 0.596154 0.992813 0.999924 0.999999
32 x 32 382,024 0.140415 0.966111 0.999621 0.999996
Table 5.3: Exact values for Rx using CAREL.
[68].
Step 1 is solved using Algorithm 5.3.1 in polynomial time. Since cuts for E S E N  
do not fulfill the shellability criterion [69], Step 2 is solvable only in non-polynomial 
time. The non-shellability of the number of cuts for E S E N  is confirmed from the 
results obtained using CAREL that produces the number of disjoint products for an 
(N  x N) E S E N  as 14, 521, or 382,024 when N  is 8, 16, or 32, respectively. In each 
case, cuts are ordered lexicographically [70]. These results, along with the values 
for Ri, axe shown in Table 5.3. We observe that Rx tends rapidly to 0 for r <  0.9, 
while it approaches 1 for r >  0.9999. The monotonic behavior of the Rx function is, 
thus, noticeable.
Note that the size of N C  increases exponentially and also the cut-system, de­
scribed by type 1 and type  2, is not shellable [69]. Hence, the full access probability 
problem cannot be solved even in pseudo-polynomial (i.e., polynomial in the number 
of cuts) time. We, therefore, discuss a technique that generates lower and upper 
bounds on the full access probability.
5.3.2.1 T h e  Lo w e r  B o u n d
To compute a lower bound, we consider hypernodes and their disjoint groupings 
(refer to shaded blocks in Figure 5.3). Also, HNX combines path-adjacent SEs.  All
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switching elements in stage 2 connected to SEs  in an HN\  form an HN 2 , and so on. 
Note that a hypemode HN{ in stage i  of the modified E S E N  contains 2‘ switching 
elements and there exist 2n-t_1 hypemodes at stage i. Further, the partitioning of 
the hypemodes does not affect the connectivity of the modified E SE N .
L em m a 5.3.2 Let Fi be the failure probability of HN{. Then
Fi =  rMi • [1 — (1 — Q,-)2'-1]
where Qi =  q2 +  2rq(l — rMn_‘) and M{ =  2‘ — 2.
Proof. The term Qi has two parts: Part 1 shows two SEs forming a type 1 cut have 
failed with probability q2; Part 2 considers two cases when any one S E  works and 
the other path-adjacent SE  is failed. If one SE  is not working and the other path- 
adjacent SE  is working, then, to form a type 2 cut, at least one of children of 
the working SE  must fail since the two failed SEs form a type 2 cut. The failure 
probability of at least one of Mn-i  children of the working SE  is obtained using the 
(1 — rMn~i) factor in the expression. The term r1*' with F{ represents that the Mi 
parent SEs  for the SE at stage i are operational. Finally, there exist 2*-1 type 1 
cuts in the hypemode HN{. I
The failure probability contribution from ail the HNi s at stage i is computed us­
ing 1 — (1—Fi)2’l~'~1. Here, we assume that the failures are statistically independent. 
Finally, a lower bound on Ri, denoted as R fs , is given as
U ( l  -  Fi)3"*-'. (5.2)
«=1
Corollary 5.3.1 Equation (5.2) always provides a lower bound.
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stage 1 stage 2 stage 3
Figure 5.3: A modified (16 x 16) ESEN.
Proof. The unreliability value, contributed from stage i, assumes a parallel configu­
ration of hypemodes at that stage. Finally, the underlying parallel-series reduction 
provides a guaranteed upper bound on the unreliability of the modified E S E N .  I
5 .3 .2 .2  T he  U p p e r  B o u n d
To get an upper bound on R\  , we consider forest-based partitioning of a hypertree 
which represents the modified E SE N  (Figure 5.4). A hypertree is an induced graph 
that captures the topology of the modified E S E N  while ignoring I  and 0  type nodes 
and their attached links. Its nodes are hypemodes and edges are hyperlinks. Also, 
a hypertree is a complete binary tree with root HNn- i ,  having (n — 1) depth, and 
N / 4 leaf nodes. Thus, the order and size of the hypertree axe (2n_1 — 1) and 
Mn- 1 , respectively. Since links in an E S E N  are assumed to be reliable, hyperlinks 
connecting HNs  are reliable too. We call the i-th subgraph of the hypertree as 
forest ipi if it has (n — i) H N s ; two of which axe of degree 1 and (n — i — 2) axe of 
degree 2. The partitioning of a hypertree into N /4 forests assumes that hyperlinks 
are traversed only once and exactly one leaf node and one root node is contained in




1 0 .1 1
iRoot node
: forest V t 
: forest 
: forest V3
Figure 5.4: A hypertree in a (32 x 32) size ESEN.
each 0,-. To help achieve the partition, we proceed as follows:
(a) Let i =  1.
(b) Starting at HNn~i, consider node disjoint path(s) from HNn~i to any leaf node(s) 
to get fa(s). Delete HNn-i, hyperlinks, and leaf node(s) contained in fa(s).
(c) Repeat (b) for all internal hypernodes of the hypertree.
Figure 5.4 also illustrates partitions of a (32 x 32) size E S E N  using forests fa, fa,  
and fa.
Lemma 5.3.3 There exist Ct(fa) forests, where a forest fa contains (n — i) hyper­
nodes, such that
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Proof. Following steps (a) through (c), it is straightforward. 
Remark. =  ^ /4 .
I
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L em m a 5.3.4 Let the failure probability of a forest fa  be Gj. Then
„  , Q : +  E L T 1 r * [ l  -  (1 -  g ^ - i ) 2̂ ]  ;« <  j  <  n — 2
Gj  =
q2 ; j  =  n -  2
where Mi and QiS axe defined earlier.
Proof. The expression for Gj contains two parts: Part 1 embodies failure probability 
Qj  obtained from the leaf node of ipj] Part 2 considers a factor illustrating the 
probability for the SEs  at subsequent depths to fail. The coefficient, however, lists 
the probability of the working SEs at that point. I
Remark. The reliability expression, Aj for the forest rj)j is Aj =  1 — Gj.
An upper bound on Rx is given as
n W ’W  (5.3)
j=i
The value of Rx, thus obtained, can be used with Equation (5.1) to compute an 
upper bound on the full access probability of an (N  x N)  size E S E N .
Corollary 5.3.2 Equation (5.3) always provides an upper bound.
Proof. The assumption that JV/4 forests fail independently and also the underlying 
series reduction ensures a guaranteed upper bound on the reliability of the proba­
bilistic hypertree graph. I
5 .4  W r a p - A r o u n d  In v e r s e  B a n y a n  N e t w o r k
In this section, we consider a wrap-around inverse banyan (W IB N ) .  There exist 
two configurations of W IBNs:  one type includes vertical feedbacks (VFs)  while the




(a) An (8 x  8) inverse banyan netw ork {IBN) 
stage i
I B N
(b) V F - I B N  (c) H F - I B N
Figure 5.5: An IB N  and its HF  and VF  wrap-around modification types.
other has horizontal feedbacks (HFs). We denote a vertical (horizontal) feedback 
W I B N  as VF- (HF-) IBN.  Figure 5.5(a) illustrates an (8 x 8) size IBN,  and
(b) and (c) show the conceptual diagrams for V F -IB N  and HF-IBN,  respectively. 
Note that the VF-IBN  contains a chain wrapped-around 2n-,_1 SEs at stage i, for 
0 <  i <  n — 1. Also, an HF-IBN  depicts a feedback from an output i to an input 
i, for 0 <  i <  N  — 1.
5 . 4 . 1  A  M o d i f i e d  W I B N
We assume that ail switches in a V F -IB N  have three inputs and three outputs. 
One of the outputs of a switch connects to another switch in the same stage. Such 
an intra-stage connection will be called an auxiliary link (a-link). The remaining 
two outputs of the SE  at stage i form connections with the inputs of stage (i +  1). 
Such an interstage connection will be called a primary link (6-link). With the 
assumption that ail SEs at stage 0 and (n — 1) are always working, we obtain a
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modified V F -IB N  by collapsing inputs, SEs at stages 0 and (n — 1), and outputs 
such, that the switches at stages 1 through (n — 2) portray the same connectivity 
as the original network. Figure 5.6 presents a modified (32 x 32) V F -IB N . As 
shown in Figure 5.6, an SE  x at stage i is labeled as i  =  (t — l)2n_l +  j ,  where 
1 < i <  n -  2 and 0 <  j  <  2n"1 -  1.
Definition 5.4.1 The connectivity equation for an a-link is given by
(a-link) : x
x +  1 — 2n-*-1 ; if (x + 1 ) mod 2n_‘ 1 is zero, 
x + 1  ; otherwise
where 0 < x < (n — 2)N /2. Similarly, the 6-links provide connections as:
(upper Wink) : x —*• x +  2n_1 and
x +  2n-x +  2n-2-‘ ; if (x)2 && (2n- ‘"2)2 =  00 • • • 0 
x +  2n_l -  2n- 2-' ; if (x)2 && (2n- t'"2)2 ^  00 • • • 0
(lower 6-link) : x
where 0 < x < (n — Z)N/2 and performs bit-wise A N D  operation.
Definition 5.4.2 The SEs at stage i are called a-neighbors if they are connected 
by an a-link. The SEs at stages i and (i +  1) are called 6-neighbors if they are 
connected by 6-links.
The a- or 6-neighbor is further divided into an (i) out-neighbor if it falls on the 
side of out-links of an SE  x and (ii) in-neighbor if it falls on the side of in-links of 
an SE x. Thus, for an SE  in the modified V F -IB N , there exist one a-link out- 
neighbor (AON), two 6-link out-neighbors (BONs), one a-link in-neighbor (AIN ), 
and two 6-link in-neighbors (BIN s). A chain, containing 2n_‘~1 SEs, constitutes
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Figure 5.6: A modified (32 x 32) VF -IBN .
a set of SEs defined by a sequence of a-neighbors. There are 2‘ chains at stage i, 
where 1 <  i < n — 2, and the total number of chains is (2n_1 — 2). A chain is said 
to be fully working when all SEs forming the chain are operational. It is said to be 
partially working if at least one SE  forming the chain is operational. When ail SEs 
in a chain are non-operational, the chain is said to be failed.
Using similar concepts, we obtain a modified H F-IBN  (see Figure 5.7). Since a 
switch element is of (2 x 2) size, labeling of SEs and the connection equations given 
for 6-links in V F -IB N  apply for H F -IB N .
5.4.2 B o u n d s  f o r  W I B N
Considering the assumptions given in Section 5.3.2, we discuss in detail the deriva­
tion of bounds for a VF-IBN. For H F -IB N , we give only the bounding expressions 
along with the comments that are exclusively needed in their derivations.
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Let Si be the set of SEs forming a chain in a modified V F -IB N  at stage i. 
Consider S{ =  Ti U W,-, where T x (W,-) represents the set of failed (working) SEs. 
We define a cut using the following cases:
Case (a). For a failed chain, we get W,- =  {<p} and Ti — Si, for 1 < i <  n — 2. A cut 
formed in this way is called a type 1 cut. Note, the number of type 1 cuts at stage
1 is 2* and \Fi\ =  2n-,_1.
Case (b). In a partially working chain, we have W,- ^  {<£}. This defines a type 2 cut 
which is a set of SEs belonging to T x and all B IN s  of W,- from stage (i — 1), for
2 <  i <  n — 2. The number of type 2 cuts in a chain at stage i is (2Ci — 2), where 
Ci =  2n_,_1. If =  l^il, for 1 < l { < C i  — 1, then a partially working chain contains 
k faulty SEs and (c,- — /,) operational SEs. It means the cardinality of type 2 cuts 
at stage i is (2n_* — /,). A type 3 cut is enumerated from three consecutive stages 
in a V F -IB N . By partitioning the B IN s  of Wt- into the set of failed and working 
SEs and applying the concept of case (b), we obtain type 3 cuts. Let «M,_i SEs be 
the B IN s  of W,-. Also M i-\  =  ? x- \  U W,-_i. By allowing M i- 2 , i.e., the B IN s  of 
W,_i, to fail, we get a type 3 cut as Fi U Ti- 1 U T i-i\ here Ti- 2 =  M i- 2 • The idea 
of a type 3 cut can easily be generalized to define a type m  cut, 3 <  m < n — 2. 
Note that a type m  cut is derived from the set of faulty SEs that are spread, over 
m consecutive stages of a VF-IBN .
Case (c). A fully working chain has Ti =  {<?$}. Note, from a cut view point, this 
case is of no interest and, hence, is not considered further.
For an H F -IB N , the type 1 cut is derived from the failure of SEs at stage i that 
is responsible for disrupting the communication between (i) an input /,• to ail outputs 
and (ti) an output Oj to all inputs (see Figure 5.7). The total number of type 1 cuts 
in the H F -IB N  is (N  — 4). As an example, the failed SEs (0,8), (16,20,24,28), or
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Figure 5.7: A modified (32 x 32) H F -IB N .
(32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46) will disrupt the Iq  to O 0 ...7  flow in Figure 5.7. We call the 
set of SEs forming a type 1 cut a logical chain. The concept mentioned in case (b) 
can, then, be applied to logical chains to enumerate type 2 and higher order cuts. 
The total number of such cuts is 2Alm because the number of logical chains in an 
H F -IB N  is twice as many as the number of chains in a V F -IB N  of same size, 
where represents the total number of type m  (m >  2) cuts in a V F -IB N .
We have applied CAREL [66] on type 1,2, and 3 cuts, obtained for a (32 x 32) 
V F -IB N , to compute an exact reliability measure. Attempts to compute an exact 
measure for N  >  32 failed because of excessive computation time. Further, we 
were unable to compute the exact value even for a (32 x 32) size H F -IB N  because 
it offers a very large number of cuts. Thus, it is imperative to develop a bounding 
technique in these networks.
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5.4.2.1 T he Lower Bound
We, first, describe a lower bound on network reliability for a V F -IB N . The lower 
bound on Ri, denoted by i2£F, uses hypemodes and their disjoint groupings as 
considered in Section 5.3.2. A shaded block at stage i in Figure 5.6 represents 
a hypemode HN, which contains 2n-,_1 switching elements. To help derive the 
reliability expression R(m ,i) contributed by type m  cuts for the node HN,, for 
1 <  m  <  n — 2, we note
£(!»*') =  1 -9*'- (5-4)
We now consider the effect of type m  cuts whose elements constitute faulty SEs 
distributed over m stages, for 2 <  m <  n — 2. Let NCi(m , h:(i-m+2 )) and Ci(m, 
m+2)) be the number of type m  cuts and the cardinality of type m  cut in an 
HN{ at stage i with /,_i, • • • , / , - m + 2  (denoted by k(,-_m+2))j respectively. Algo­
rithm 5.4.1, given below, computes NCi(m , t,:(,-m+2)) and C,(m, k(,-_m+2))-
Algorithm 5.4.1 Computing NCdjn, l{:(i-m+2)) and C,(m,/t:(,_m+2)).
Inputs : type m, stage i ,  and /,:(,_m+2)- 
Output : and C,(m,/t:(i_m+2)).
Procedure:
step 1. Set Xi = (£) and K{ = c,-.
Set Yi = and L{ = 2(c,- -  /,). 
step 2. Do the following for j  = (t — 1) down to (i — m +  2), for i — m + 2 < j .  
Xj = Xj+l • (2(̂ ; ^ +l)) and Kj = 2(Kj+1 -  lj+ l).
Yj — Yj+\ +  lj and Lj = 2(fyy+x — (;)■ 
step 3. NC{(m, —m-t-2)) = A"i—m+2 .
C,(TO, m+2)) — l i—m+2 d* I i—m+2 ■
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Using the results of Algorithm 5.4.1, we solve Theorem 5.4.1.
Theorem  5.4.1 The reliability R(m, z) contributed by a type m  cut, for 1 < m <  z, 
in an HNi is computed as follows
S i—1 1“ 1 J»—m+2”*l
R(m ,i) =  JJ IJ ••• JJ (1 — (5 5 )
/i—1 /*'—i = l  fi—m+S1*!
where s,- =  c,-, s,_;- =  2(s,_J+i — it_J+1), 1 <  j  <  m — 2, and 2 <  m <  z.
Proof. At stage (z — j), the possible value of /,_j is between one and the number of
B I N s  of working SEs  at stage (z — j  +  1) minus one. It confirms the ranges of the 
product terms. Given C,,(m,It:(,_m+2)) and NCi(m,  l,:(,-_m+2)), the reliability is ex­
pressed by (1 — Considering all possible combinations
of h-j and the values of Ci(m, /,:(t-m+2)) and lVC,(m, /t:(,-_m+2)), we can prove the 
theorem. I
Let Ti be the contribution of a type m  cut, for 1 <  m <  z, to the reliability of 
HNi.  Then
Ti =  JJ R(m, i) (5.6)
m =l
The reliability contribution from all the H N f  s at stage z is computed using (T i)2* 
since the number of HNiS at stage z is 2‘. Finally, a lower bound R^F is given as
* r = n W ' -  (5 .7 )
t= l
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Corollary 5.4.1 Equation (5.7) always provides a lower bound.
Proof. We consider all type of cuts in a V F -IB N  and they are assumed to fail 
independently. Further, we use a smaller reliability value of type m  cut, for 3 <  
m <  i, with the assumption that input a-links of the working SEs at stage j ,  for 
t — m +  1 <  j  < i ,  are failed. I
As discussed earlier, the number of cuts and their cardinalities obtained by look­
ing from input ports axe exactly the same as those looking from output ports in an 
H F - I B N .  This observation also makes it easy to compute reliability bounds by us­
ing the results for a V F - I B N .  We explain here the computation of reliability values 
from the cuts obtained between O j ,  and /o.~{w/4- i ) ,  for 0 <  j  <  N  — 1. Computing 
the reliability value using the cuts seen from output ports is similar with that of 
V F - I B N .  We, then, apply the independent occurrence of the cuts seen from the 
input and output ports. The shaded block at stage i in Figure 5.7 represents a 
hypemode H N i  that contains 2n-1_1 switching elements.
First, Equation (5.4) provides the reliability contribution from a type 1 cut in 
an H N i  at stage i. We next consider type m cuts, for 2 <  m <  n — 2, whose 
elements constitute faulty SEs throughout m stages. Here, we do not apply the 
assumption of the input a-links of the working SEs, which was made for the V F -  
I B N ,  since an H F - I B N  has no a-link. The H N z  consisting of SEs 32 and 33 
in a (32 x 32) H F - I B N  has six type 3 cuts: (32,17,3,7), (32,19,1,5), (32,1,5,3,7), 
(33,16,2,6), (33,18,0,4), and (33,0,4,2,6). Note, two more cuts, (32,1,5,3,7) and 
(33,0,4,2,6), exist in an H F - I B N  compared to a V F - I B N  since there is a case that 
all SEs in s,-_j, for 1 < j  < m — 2, are working in an H F - I B N .  The idea of a type 3 
cut can easily be generalized to define a type m cut, for 2 < m < n — 2.
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Algorithm 5.4.1 is, then, used to compute NC{(m, /,-:(t_m+2)) and Ci(m, /,-;(1_m+2)) 
for the logical chain. The reliability value R(m, i) contributed by type m  cut, for 
1 <  m <  z, in an HNi, is calculated as follows
R {m ,i) =  n n •" II (1 -  9c*(m’/>-(.-m+2) ))^ ,{m1/i;(l_m+2)) (5 8 )
<,=1 l i —1 = 0  l i —m + 2=0
where st- =  c,-, s,_y =  2(s,_/+i — 1 <  j  <  m — 2, and 2 < m <  i.
Note, the range of the product terms for stages (z — 1) through (i — m  +  2) in
Equation (5.8) is different from that in Equation (5.5). Extending the results of 
Equation (5.6), we get a lower bound R f F as
j*?F= n W T -  (5-9)
i=i
C orollary 5.4.2 Equation (5.9) always provides a lower bound.
Proof. We consider independently failing cuts in an H F-IBN. I
5 .4 .2 .2  T he U p p e r  B o und
To get an upper bound on Hi, we use the concept of forest and hypertree mentioned 
in Section 5.3.2 B. Two hypertrees exist in a V F -IB N  as shown in Figure 5.8. A 
hypertree is an induced graph that captures the topology of the half portion of 
a modified V F -IBN  ignoring I  and 0  nodes and their attached links. Its nodes 
axe hypemodes. We call an z-th subgraph of the hypertree as a forest ipi if it has 
(rz — z — 1) HNs. The partitioning of a hypertree into 2n-3 forests is performed in 
the same way as discussed in Section 5.3.2 B.
Remark. There exist ft(V’i) forests, where a forest ifa contains (n—z —1) hypemodes, 
such that
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Figure 5.8: Hypertrees in the (64 x 64) VF-IBN.
2 ; if i =  1
2‘~l ; if 2 <  i <  n -  3
Remark. H?=13 £l{ipi) =  2n 3 in a hypertree.
Lem m a 5.4.1 Let the working probability of a forest ipj be H j ,  1 <  j  <  n — 2. 
Then
71-2
.fly =  JJ jR(1,i) • R(2,i), where <
i—k
and R(2,1) =  1.
k =  1 ; if j  =  1
k =  j  +  1 ; if 1 < j  < rz — 2
Proof. Here, we consider only type 1 and type 2 cuts for an upper bound. In a type m 
cut, as m increases, the cardinality of the cut at stage t also increases. Hence, the 
contribution from a type m cut decreases. I
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Considering two hypertrees in a V F - I B N ,  an upper bound on R\  is given as
RuF =  Y l iS j ) 20^ .  (5.10)
y=i
Corollary 5.4.3 Equation (5.10) always provides an upper bound.
Proof. We consider only the most likely cuts in a forest i/>,- to compute the upper 
bound. I
For an H F - I B N , we use similar concepts to forest and hypertree for the 
network. The hypertree of a (64 x 64) H F - I B N  seen from the output ports can 
be represented by the tree structure shown in Figure 5.8. The partitioning of a 
hypertree into 2n“3 forests is performed in the same way as for a V F - IB N .
The working probability of a forest ipj, denoted by Hj, at stage i is obtained by 
Lemma 5.4.1. Considering hypertrees seen from both input and output ports, an 
upper bound of H F -IB N , denoted by RfjF, is given as
r$ f = npy2'0*’1]2- (5.n)
J=1
Corollary 5.4.4 Equation (5.11) always provides an upper bound.
5 .5  R e s u l t s  a n d  C o m p a r is o n
Figure 5.9 shows R i  for a (32 x 32) size E S E N .  It illustrates that the proposed 
method gives tighter bounds as compared to [62]. However, bounds provide mixed 
information with reference to [64]. An upper bound supplies an optimistic value and 
the one obtained from [64] is partially better in the high reliability region (r >  0.95). 
Menezes et al. [64] find a minimal union of switch trees to compute this bound. And 
obtaining such trees is complicated. The computation of bounds in [64] takes hours
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Figure 5.9: Reliability bounds of a (32 x 32) E SE N , R\
of CPU time for larger MIN sizes; for example, computing a set of lower (upper) 
bounds for the (256 x 256) size ESEN  needs more than 3.5 (3.6) computation hours 
on an IBM RS-6000 machine. We provide efficiently computable bounds as they use 
less than a second for the same size E SE N . A lower bound is quite important as 
it suggests that the network is at least this much reliable. Our approach provides a 
better lower bound as compared to [64].
Figure 5.10 shows the bounds for a (256 x 256) E SE N . We notice that the
t
proposed lower bound is tighter then those of [62] and [64]. Note that reference [64] 
fails to produce bounds for a (1024 x 1024) size network as shown in Figure 5.11 
because of intensive computational requirement.
Figure 5.12 shows Ri for a (32 x 32) size VF-IBN . We notice that the new 
bounding technique gives conservative bounds as compared to those based on the 
concept of [65]. We, further, note that the proposed bounds are not only tighter but
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Figure 5.11: Reliability bounds of a (1024 x 1024) E SE N , R\
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Figure 5.12: Reliability bounds of a (32 x 32) V F -IB N , R\
also close to the exact probability value. Note that both upper bounds axe almost 
identical.
Figure 5.13 shows that the proposed lower bound is tighter than that of [65] 
in a (256 x 256) V F -IB N  and that two upper bounds are almost the same. The 
lower bound of [65] deviates so much as network size increases that the results do 
not appear in Figure 5.13. Figure 5.14 shows Ri for a (16 x 16) size H F -IB N . It 
illustrates that the lower bound is tighter that that of [64] and two upper bounds are 
also almost same. The bounds of a (256 x 256) H F -IB N  are shown in Figure 5.15
5 .6  C o n c l u s i o n
In this chapter, we have considered the problem of computing full access probabil­
ity in three typical fault-tolerant MINs, i.e., an extra-stage shuffle-exchange network 
and two types of wrap-around inverse banyan networks. Since no efficient algorithms 
exist for exact analysis, we have given bounding techniques to determine this pa-
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Figure 5.15: Reliability bounds of a (256 x 256) H F -IB N , R\
rameter. The results, obtained using Mathematica [47], reveal that the proposed 
lower bounds for E S E N , V F -IB N , and H F-IB N  are tighter compared with those 
given from the existing techniques in [62, 64, 65]. In addition, the proposed bounds 
for an E S E N  are computationally efficient. Our technique compares favorably with 
the exact values supplied by CAREL [66] for a small size ESE N , V F -IB N , and 
H F-IBN . Finally, we conclude that our bounding technique using min-cuts not 
only gives a tighter bound but can also be applied to other fault-tolerant MINs.
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C h a p t e r  6 
C o n c l u s io n
In this dissertation, we have analyzed the incoming traffic to an ATM multiplexer 
and studied priority handling in an ATM multicast switch. Also, fault-tolerance 
of the proposed copy network has been studied. We now summarize the work and 
describe future directions for the work.
6 .1  S u m m a r y
ATM is a new transfer mode to accommodate future B-ISDN services (see Chapter 
1). Parameters such as cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss probability are often 
used to determine QoS in the ATM network. An ATM multiplexer controls connec­
tion admission to provide the required QoS. To perform CAC adequately, analyzing 
incoming traffic to an ATM multiplexer is indispensable. The dominant traffic in 
the ATM network include voice and video sources. Therefore, we have analyzed first 
the packetized voice and video traffic to an ATM multiplexer that is located at user 
premises. In Chapter 2, we have proposed the methods to obtain the MMPP(2) pa­
rameters to model individual voice and video sources, and, then, have combined two 
MMPP(2) processes for the superposed voice and video source. A queuing model 
MMPP/Er(fc)/1/R has been analyzed to compute buffer occupancy, cell loss proba­
bility, and cell delay. Experimental results provide useful information for connection 
admission control and dimensioning the buffer size in the ATM multiplexer in order 
to satisfy a given QoS.
145
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Our next analysis concenturate at the ATM switch level which is an ingress or 
egress point in the network. Note, an ATM switch furnishes different QoS for differ­
ent service requirements. It also needs to provide both point-to-point connections 
and multi-point connections. For example, real-time services axe critical to delay 
and delay jitter parameters and multi-user services needs multi-point connections. 
In this dissertation, we have studied priority handling in an ATM multicast switch 
to handle real-time multi-user services like voice and video conferences in Chapter 3. 
We have presented the copy network, two different output reservation schemes, and 
the algorithms. The analysis and simulation have been carried out to obtain the 
performance parameters such as cell delay, delay jitter, and cell loss probability. 
The results illustrate that the proposed copy network performs well for time-critical 
services, and give the idea to dimension buffer size of the copy network to satisfy the 
counter requirements of cell loss and delay. Furthermore, the copy network possesses 
expandability, no memory size problem for logical number translation, and no cell 
sequence problem.
The architecture of the proposed copy network is based on a banyan network. 
Due to the fault-weakness of a banyan network, a fault-tolerant feature is required. 
Thus, we have also studied fault-tolerant issues for the copy network in Chapter 4. A 
fault-tolerant copy network keeping a non-blocking property with a modular spread­
ing connection assignment has been proposed. We have presented the extra-stage 
and dual-linked architecture and a fault-tolerant routing scheme. Computing a full 
access probability which is a quantitative measure of fault-tolerant characteristic is 
known to be NP-hard for general networks. A bounding technique, thus, is needed. 
A bounding technique using the concept of minimal cuts has been proposed in Chap­
ter 5. The technique has been applied to the extra-stage shuffle-exchange network
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and the chained networks. The results give tighter bounds compared with those of 
existing techniques. Using the proposed bounding technique, the full access proba­
bility of the copy network has been computed. The results are also compared with
those of the copy network without fault-tolerance.
6 .2  F u t u r e  D ir e c t io n s
Data traffic will become one of the main sources of traffic in B-ISDN in the future. 
To perform complete traffic analysis in an ATM multiplexer, we need to include data 
traffic as part of future extensions to this work. Further, the concepts of effective 
bandwidths and user plane models can also be analyzed. With the increase in traffic 
having priority, the QoS of non-priority services may degrade. Thus, an extended 
priority handling scheme based on threshold is required to be studied to compensate 
the QoS. Also, the analysis using the tagged Maxkov chain technique becomes quite 
involved with the increase of network size because of the large number of states. 
This scenario needs a study of approximation techniques that is not only able to
contain the growth of states but also provide a tighter bound.
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